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SUMMARY
The aim of this study is to point out and elaborate the affinities, culturally as well as
textually, between the two Italian authors, Italo Svevo and Carlo Michelstaedter.
Furthermore, it is the object of this study to demonstrate how, implicitly, the two authors
provide an answer, each in his own way, to the question of "una vita degna di essere vissuta"
- "a life worthy of being lived". The central theme in this regard concerns the distinctive
notions that each author has in respect of 'Ihealth" and "disease", and "life" and "death", as
well as how these notions correspond to the implicit search in their respective writings for
"perfection", "authenticity" and "liberty".
OPSOMMING
Hierdie studie het ten doel am die kulturele en tekstuele affiniteite tussen die lwee
Italiaanse outeurs, Ital0 Svevo en Carlo Michelstaedter, uit te wys en uitvoerig te bespreek.
Daarbenewens, is die voorneme van hierdie studie om te wys hoe elk van die tv:ee outeurs,
implisiet, '0 aotwoord verskaf op die kwessie van "una vita degna di essere vissuta" - II 'n
lewe wat waardig is om geleef te word". Die sentrale tema in hierdie verband het
betrekking op die onderskeidelike opvattings wat elke auteur se werk bevat ten opsigte van
"gesondheid" en "siekte", en "Iewe" en "dood". Daar word ook getoon hoe hierdie
opvattings betreffende die implisiete soeke ten opsigte van "volmaaktheid", "outentisiteit"
en ''vryheid" in hul onderskeidelike tekste korrespondeer.
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1INTRODVcnON
A comparative study of Carlo Michelstaedter and Italo Svevo inevitably must result in a
distinctive interpretation. A wide variety of interpretations of both authors' works exists.
Foundations of interpretation can certainly vary, but any study of necessity must establish
its own foundations. The present study does not attempt to be comprehensive. It is an
attempt to bring to light similarities and disparities as well as an attempt to illustrate the
way in which both writers illumine each others' works,*
Michelstaedter was primarily a philosopher and a poet; Svevo essentially a novelist. But the
fact that the two expressed their respective views in diverse genres and disciplines, docs not
in the least preclude a comparison of their works. Besides the compelling nature of both
writers' works, both Svevo and Michelstaedter have similar backgrounds and ideas which
overlap. The major point of contact or mutuality is that they both reach a centraland
conspicuous conclusion. namely. the concept of perfection arrived at through destruction.
Yet, each having identified the same areas of speculation, arrives at this conclusion in
strikingly distinctive and diverse manner. It is the object of this essay to explore tbese two
*AI aile CCftlCury conrcrcncc ccmmcmoratinllhe birth or Mic:hclsUlcdler, held at Gorizia iD. October 1987, a JllllCr _ deliYeml by
Gi-nx: AaklIIio CamcrillO enlitlcd: -L'impouibiJe ana dcPa vila e della socicli: AfTlllili di Michclslacdler COlI~ e Ia ClIIlllla
albtlfIica.- 'I1IiI peper, to lhc best 01' IIIJ knowIcdp not yel publisIIcd, as _It as Ciia. Paolo DiMiIl', llCalMCtM of die alrlllities betweca
Midlclllacdler Md~ in hi5 book (jlegry Di!eJses and Piero Pieri's 1Iery recent pub&a1K. ... Kielll' del aracjro: Strrjn che Carlo
MidIc!lttedrer. COMticucc tlte only three rnajoe' atlempts alliAtinllhc:lc: two specifIC writelS- 11lc III..of tJte ptCICtM CIIlly.lIowc¥Cr.
dilfers frota lbc lICaIRlCnt PYCII 10 the two writers by Biasin. Camc:riIIo and Pieri aklloup dleir (o.uib.cioM arc iadccd imponMl aM
Iller.. to lile cSiIc1IIaiolIltcrcin. Pieri's book publ.iYed ill 1989, COIIICS the doIcst ill spiric 10lhe prr:seal sa...". TIle reader -.ay ca.WI tile
preKDt bibIiopapItyhercwilh appended.
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venues which pursue patcntly dissimilar modcs of invcstigation and approach, but both of
which, this notwithstanding. arrivc at a peculiar consonance.
Notwithstanding so lIluch else that can be said about Michclstaedter and Svevo in terms of
their respective ideas and writings and their singular contribution to Italian letters and
philosophy, the present discussion shall focus in particular on their preoccupation with
"perfection", "authenticity" and "liberty". These three concepts arc critical, indeed
unavoidable, in any attempt to answer a vital question which is implicitly posed by both
these writers, each in his own way. And that question, succinctly stated, is that of "una vita
dcgna di essere vissuta".* As we shall see, in Svevo we have an ironic: play on the concepts
of "salute/malattia" which concepts significantly correspond to Michelstaedter's
"vita/morte". And we shall attempt to elucidate the greater extremism of Michelstaedter's
points of departure.
Our discussion concerning Ilperfection", "authenticity" and "liberty", requires in turn an
examination of the notion of "sapere" in Michelstaedter and that of "psychoanalysis" in
Svevo. Further, and more specifically, proper comprehension of the theme of "perfection"
requires, interalia, an investigation of the Darwinian elements in Svevo's thinking as well as
an investigation of those elements reflective of Nietzsche's and Schopcnhauer's influence in
Michelstaedter's thinking. The themes of "authenticity" and "liberty" are necessarily closely
linked, since the former as we hope to demonstrate is a prerequisite of tbe latter. This will
become clearer as the present essay proceeds, as so too will the significance of the terms
"vita/mone" and '·salute/malattia". Inevitably, this portion of tbe discussion will centre on
selected aspects of exi~tentialism,the authenticity of Being. absolutism on tbe pa..,.; of
• ni5 pllruc lin been u."c:d by EJlrico Ghidcni, in lIis sllMIy : frato Sveyo : I.f rnscielllf di " bo!JI!gc IrieSiIo(see praCIIt
bibIiopapIIy). Ilown:wr. il should be lIOCed thaI he ClllpIo)1; Ille pltrasc with _ ilUCllt ud sipiflCllMe dill"c:relH rm. tUl adopted .. 1lIe
praent -;'14,-
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3Michelstaedter, and resignation on the part of Svevo. The strongly pronounced motif' of
renewal in both Michelstaedter and Svevo, and humour in Svevo, specifically, will also be
objects of our attention.
In Chapter One, an overview will be given a~ to their specific cultural and historica
backgrounds and this will be expanded in Chapter Two, with the emphasis being on how
their cultural milieu influenced the nature of their works. The themes of health and
disease, life and death, will be discussed as well as their significance in terms of perfection,
authenticity and liberty. The notions of perfection, authenticity and liberty will be further
expanded upon in the Chapter Three and we shall begin to see more clearly the
divergences in Michelstaedter's and Svevo's ideas as well as the significant correspondence
in their ideas. In Chapter Four we shall see how their respe~ive ideas. not only illumine
each others'wor1cs, but how each of the two authors answer the implicit question of "una
vita degna di essere vissuta" • Ita life worthy of being lived".
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4CHAPI'ER ONE
·Vi_porta.te no. t ..arire - bensf vh'ere COD i propri .aU •••• 1
[The important thing is not to be cured, but to Jive with one's own maladies •••J.
The first thing one notes about both Italo Svevo and Carlo Michelstaedter is that they
shared the same cultural and historical milieu, at least to a significant extent. They were
both Jewish; both were resident in that part of Italy which, at the turn of the century, was
part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; and both elected to write in Italian, although both
were exposed in no small measure to German culture. Moreover although both
appertained to the bourgeoisie, neither, in his respective thought and ideas, espoused or
adhered to norms and conventional mental paradigms of the middle class.
Svevo was born in Trieste in 1861 and lived there for the greater part of his life. Trieste was
a conuncrcial city, the main port of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, a city shared by Italians,
Germans and Slovenes. It was decidedly a "Mittel-European" city, like Budapest and
Prague, and like these cities, was within the political orbit of Vienna. Culturally, however,
Trieste looked towards Italy, and the city's political aspirations clearly bespoke a
gravitation towards, and a quest for ultimate unification with that nation. In fact
Svevo himself was politically active in the quest for redemption of Italia InmenJa ·ItaIy
Unredeemed".
Gorizia, on the other hand, where Michelstaedter was born on 10 October 1887, was a
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5prm'incialtown where Michelslaedter's father, Alberto, worked for an insurance company.
Corizia did not have the urbane and relative sophistication of Trieste. Moreover,
Michelstaedter's exposure 10 the harshet realities of a large city, as well as to its
sophistication, was inevitably limited during his formative years. But il is here that we must
note at once one or two biographical facts critical in any valid comparison of the two men's
works. and vital. indeed crucial, to the present study.
Michelstaedter died by his own hand when he was 23. S'lCVO died in an car accident when
he was wei; into his si.~ties. This fact makes the comparison all the more significant in that
the similarity of philosophical views and conclusions were arrived at. on the one hand. by
Michelstaedter, a much younger man, and by Svevo, on the other hand, a man old enough
to have been Michelstaedter's father. Yet it should be noted immediately that undue stress
should not be placed on a comparison of their "external" biographies per se. Rather, the
cultural influences which influences strongly affected the respective thought of these men
should be revealed and emphasised.
Michelstaedter obviously had a much shorter and consequently more "concentrated"
experi~nce of life, so to speak. The two men were thus at antipodal stages of life when
their major works were written. La coscicnza di Zeno was written when Svevo was in
advanced middle age, and Michelstaedter's La persuasione e la rettQrica was completed
shortly before the author's suicide in 1910. La coscienza dj Zeno was published shanly
after the First World War, in 1923, after a period of almost twenty years of literary
inactivity, this inactivity being traceable to the Jack of success of Svev07s first two novels
SeniJiti (As a Man Grows Older) and Una vita (A Life).
A key premise to bear in mind is the following:
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,"L'uomo adulto ~ diverso dal giovane pcrch6 prende it mondo com'~, invece di
rappresentarlo sempre nella pCfgior lucc possibile c di volerlo migliorare, ciob
mOdeliare sui proprio ideale; neU uomo adulto si consolida I'opinione che nel mondo
bisogna seguire if proprio interesse, non i propri ideali: (Stresses Slirner's) Z
[A mature man is different from the young man because he takes the world as it is,
rather than representing it always in the worst ~ible light and wanting to improve it,
that is, to modelling it upon his own ideal. In the mature man the opinion that in the
world it is necessary to follow one's own interests and not one's own ideals is
consolidate".]
This immediately sheds light upon the present study, in that Svevo, "l'uomo adulto", does
observe life through his protagonist Zeno, with a consequent detachment which is markedly
absent in Michelstaedter. Svevo~".•. prende[ere] it mondo com'~"·"•.• take the world
as it is". He docs not endeavour to change it, nor does he moralise. He describes, he
observes, he depicts. Obviously. Svevo does have strong opinions which we shall examine
in more detail at a later stage. Michelstaedter, on the otber hand, (and as we shall see
later), wants to cbanee the world and presents the world "nella peggior luce possibile" - "'in
the worst possible light".
In this regard, it is essential to observe that Svevo as a novelist has of course, a much more
subtle and malleable "tool" at his disposal. That is to say, Zeno is his "creation" and as such
is able to function, as it were, as Svevo's persona or "proxy". Svevo, (the writer's nom de
plume), born Euore Schmitz, commits himself his own personal preoccupation to the text
only indjrectly to the text. Michelstaedter, on the other hand, employs no persona or
"proxy", but expresses unequivocably and directly on the page his unfiltered thoughts and
his own intimate dilemma. Michelstaedter, as mentioned, is primarily a philosopher and a
poet. His La persuasjone e la rettorica is a highly personalised, indeed "self-expository"
philosophical account, based on an intimate knowledge of the pre-Socratic philosophers'
works. It attempts to show the way to authenticity which is an essentia! pil3Se in becoming a
"uomo della persuasione" or a "man of conviction't. Simultaneously he defines and
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7illustrates the lack of authenticity which lack is a manifest and invariable characteristic of
the "uomo della reuorica", the "man of rhetoric". Authenticity of Being is the crux of
Michelstaedter·s view of life, and he maintains that liberty and perfection arc attainable.3
As far as his poetry is concerned. much of it is thematically linked to his philosophical
stance. Yet, though poetry is an exceedingly subtle and malleable mode of artistic
expression, it is gencralJy far more concentrated, synthesized and distilled in terms
of exposition, thar. Lhe more protracted mode of the novel. And in Michelstaedter's case,
his poetry certainly does not approach epic proportions.
Thus the distinction which exists between Svevo's and Michp.~staedter's respective choices
of genre, is of singular importance because it is that very distinction which determines the
manner in which each author reveals himself to tbe rea<ier. The mode l!~ form of
expression whicjl each author employs, is attuned to, and i!: ~;m~,~'.Jnancewith t!~,. 5ubstan"
of his thought. To ilIustnte, Michelstaedter's work, J.a neISlJi.~~,:~.;e e la reuQrjca, is
prescriptive, almost didactic. In it. Michelstaedter is "asst:. ;' i'~ :tis reader, so to speak,
what in his view is right and what in his view is wrong. It is strongly characterised by
tendentiousness. This aspect of his work is in accord with his youthful nature in that he
wishes [0 improve the world and human nature as well. Not Qnly does Michelstaedter want
to improve the world and man but indeed, he desires tQ remake or refash~on them.
Howeveryin order to do this, he presents us with what initially appears to be a paradox,
indeed a seeming contradiction.
That is to say. Michelstaedter utterly rejects the world and many even in their most
intimate, profound and normally assumed manifestations. This rejection Qn his part, is a
necessity, a sine qua nOll for the realisatiQn, or actuatiQn of his vision of the ideal man in an
ideal world. More simply put, the slate must first be wiped clean before a larger and more
profound message can be wrinen upon it. FQr example, he rejects the notion Qf human love
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being a panacea for all ills; he denies that knowledge as such is valid and objective; and he
opposes the general assuror. ion that .;t)cial structures, such as family and religion, have any
intrinsic worth. He rejects what he apprehends as being a central weakness in human
nature:
"Oli uomini vivoO'? IJI;r ',ivere: pel non morire:~
[Men live jl! orde~· trJ !"":, ;n f'rder not to die.]
In effect !.;~ ~s saying that men live merely because they fear dying. Their living is not a
conscious act of volition. Rather. it is merely the continuance of life. a continuance
endured and engendered by man's weakness or incapacity to face the ultimate and
undesirable truths of human existence. "La loro persuasione ~ la paura della morte".s -
"Their motivation is fear of death". Michelstaedter does counterbalance this rigidly and
mora!istically cate~orical attitude with a call for renewal. as we shall see below. For the
moment. however. let us return to the cultural milieu which for both writers was
predominantly bourgeois and Jewish.
"SingoJari Ie vicende del Territorio goriziano-triestino dall'eclissi nell'BOO di Gorizia,
capitale della contea di Gorizia e Gradisca, citta fin'[sic]ora vivace nel Friuli tedesco,
aUa caotica progressione di attivita di Trieste. emporia asburgico - piil 0 menD nello
stesso periodo. Singolare il fiorire di alcuni personaggi di grande THievo nel mondo
della cullura e delle arti e. fatto piil eccezionale. tutti ebrei."6
[The vicissitudes of the Gorizian-Triestine Territory were singular following the eclipse
of Gorizia in the 19th Century. Gorizia was the capital of the County of Gorizia and
Gradisca. Gorizia had heretofore been a vivacious city in German Friuli. Its eclipse was
caused by the chaotic progression, more or less in the same period. of the activities of
Trieste. an Hapsburgian emporium. The flourishing of certain people of great
significance in the world of culture and the arts was singular. And. a fact more
exceptional yet, was that they were all Jewish.]
The essential element to bear in mind is that both Michelstaedter and Svevo were ·scrittori
di frontiera" - "frontier writers". They wrote in Italian even though they lived in that part of
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,Italian Europe which, politically, was not under Italian suzerainty. They were also familiar
with the German-speaking world, and inevitably so. Yet their aspirations were Italian
politically, (especially in the case of Svevo), and more importantly, culturally. There are
reasons for this:
"... Trieste ... [era] •.. citta in cui la communita israelitica costituiva it nerOO pili forte
della corrente legata all'ltalia e alia sua cultura."7
[ ••• Trieste ••• [was] ..• a city in which the Jewish community constituted the strongest
element of the movement which was linked to Italy and its culture.]
This statement emphasises the difference between being Jewish in Trieste and being Jewish
in Vienna. In the light of the following observation by Sigmund Freud, a resident of
Vienna, it is not surprising that the Jewish community of Trieste, given its proximity to
Italy, wanted to be Italian rather than Austrian.
"Anzitutto mi feriva I'idea che per it fatto di essere ebreo dovessi sentirmi inferiore e
straniero rispetto agli altri. Non accettavo assolutamente ridea d'inferioritl. Non ho
mai potuto capire perche avrei dovuto vergognarmi della mia origine, 0, come gil si
cominciava a dire, della mia razza.'os
[Above all, I was wounded by the idea that by virtue of the fact of being Jewish, I was
ablised to feel inferior and a foreigner in respect of others. I absolutely did not accept
the Idea of inferiority. I have never been able to understand why I should have had to
feel ashamed of my origins, or, as they were beginning to call it at that time, of my
Itrace".]
Thus, Svevo and Michelstaedter stood apart from the larger, surrounding society, not only
by virtue of their particular sensibilities and their cultural affinities, but also by virtue of
their Jewishness. Yet this was probably less marked in their case than in Freud's inasmucb
as they resided in a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire which was obviously less German
than Vienna, the capital.
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"Nati dunque borghesi nel senso degli acquisiti privilegi dei mezzi finanziari ••• gli
5crittori i pittori ~li uomini di cuhura ebrei del Territorio mai 0 quasi mai ebbero
autentiche crisi di IdentitA sociale.'ofJ
[Thus being born bourieois in the sense of privileges acguired through financial means •
. . the writers, the artists, the Jewish men of culture in the Territory never, or hardly
ever, had authentic crises of social identity.]
Indeed, being Jewish in other parts of the Empire was a more oppressive experience. In the
Italian part of the Empire, this was the case to a much lesser extent. This has been
expressed more fully:
"Furono dunque il benessere acquisito, la quasi certezza di non apparire 'diversi',
l'essere owiamente accolti nella borghesia francoguiseppina, a toghere all'ebreo del
Territorio, a1I'artista ebreo del Territorio quell'aura di a volte amara a volte diabolica
follia che pervade tanle pagine da Mendele a Roth .•• E aHara l'umorismo e
l'autoironia dell'ebreo Svevo ..• "10
[It was thus the acquired wellMbeing, the virtual certainty of not appearing to be
'different', being obViously welcomed Into the Hapsburgian bourgeoisie. which divested
the Jew of the Territory and the artist of the Territory, of that aura of madness, at times
bitter, at times diabolic which pervades so many pages from Mendele to Roth •.. And
hence the humour and selfMirony of the Jew, Svevo ••.]
But both Svevo and Michelstaedter had in common an ambiguous identity, and it is
therefore not surprising that Italy and the Italian language were means of opening new
horizons, relatively removed from the restrictions such as those intimately felt and
forcefully described by Freud. Yet that ambiguous identity, viz., their being Jewish
obviously was to bear thematic implications in their respective works.
Another important element in considering the background of t"e two writers, is the fact
that they were both essentially 20th Century writers. In saying this, one is not merely stating
the obvious. Their cultural formation was that of the 19th Century. Svevo was profoundly
influenced in his writing by Schopenhauer and Darwin; Michelstaedter by Nietzsche and
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Ibsen, together with, of course, the pre-Socratic philosophers. It is pertinent to bear in mind
how the 19th Century writers profoundly influenced the subsequent century, and laid the
foundations of much of that which was to be expressed in our century. In fact, they
determined much of the cultural mood of our times, exacerbated and convoluted as the era
has been by cataclysmic events such as the First World War, the accompanying disruption
of the social order, the burgeoning materialism and technological advances and the ensuing
ethical disorientation, to mention but a few. Michelstaedter lived only ten years into the
this century, yet much of what he says is not only prophetic in terms of 20th Century
thought, but is also symptomatic of a civilisation in an advanced state of decay and
confusion, as indeed, he perceived it to be.
Svevo had the dubious "advantage" of living a further twenty eight years into the 20th
ccutury. This allowed him, given his greater personal maturity as well, to become intimately
acquainted with Freud's works and to bear witness, albeit indircctly, to the greatcst
holocaust which had theretofore befallen Western Civilisation in the form of the First
World War.
What is most significant here from a thematic point of view, is Svevo's sense of humour.
This is what distinguishes Svevo from many other Jewish writers in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire such as Kufka, Arthur Schnitzler, Stefan Zweig and Joseph Roth. Surely, he shares
with them the nldical insight and thinking that they display, though the less oppressive
social milieu in which he lived, most probably facilitated a less painful objectivity on his
part. This in turn provided greater latitude within which a sense of humour could find
expression and flourish in a literary as well as a non-literary context.
However, this assumes a noticeably different hue with Michelstaedter, of whom the
following has been said in respect ofthe question of Jewishness or Ebraismo and humOUT.
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"C'era nel goriziano [i.e.,Michelstaedter] una labilit~ della psiche che si accompagnava
da ultimo dissidio col padre Alberto Michelstaedter. israelit8. che tuU3Vla si era
castruita con tenada la figura del notabile di una piccola cina, Hgio all'ordinamento
sociale imperante rna implicata in quei segnali irredentistici che dovevano offrire ad
alcuni ebrei del Territorio • tale fu il caso di Svevo per esempio -l'occasione di togliersi
di dosso un 'Judentum' derivato dalla storia e dal costume."l1
[There was in the Gorizian [Michelstaedter] a weakness of tbe psyche which was
coupled to his last dispute with his father, Alberto Michelstaedter, 8 Jew, who,
nevertheless had with tenacity constructed for himself the image of a small-town notable
faithful to the prevailing social order. but implicated in those irredentist signals were
bound to offer certain Jews of the Territory - such was the casc with Svcvo, for example
for example - the occasion to rid themselves of a "Judentum" derived from history and
mores.]
Thus we see that the fh.1 of aligning themselves with Italian political sympathies, resulted
in Jews becoming more acceptable to others and implicitly, therefore. to themselves. This
enabled to divest themselves significantly of an acute awareness of being Jewish. As we
have mentioned, Michelstaedter and Svevo. being Jews, both, by virtue of geographical and
social circumstances. were relatively immune from that traditional prejudice so prevalent
elsewhere in the Empire. The fact that Michelstaedter does not display a sense of humour
in his works and is clearly a more intense individual. can be ascribed to other factors of a
more intimate and personal nature. At this stage a major emotional and psychological
difference between Svevo and Michelstaedter becomes apparent. The young
Michelstaedter would appear to be much more intensely aware of his assimilation. Yet. as
we shall see more clearly below there was a paradox inherent in his inability to cope with
that assimilation.
Ferruccio FOlkel points out the "means" by which Jews became assimilated into the Italian
Hapsburgian bourgeoisie. He stresses - and this is indeed a cardinal point when considering
how being Jewish influenced the content of Austrian and Italian Jewish writers' works - that
their anti-historicism, was the principle instrument by which they "coped" culturally and
intellectually. By their "anti-historicism" we intend a self-imposed, though obviously
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imperfect, divestment of a Christian heritage which they viewed as being the source, the
preponderant influence. generating that particular prejudice and discrimination manifested
against Jews by a dominant surrounding culture. These Jewish writers sought to retrace and
recall, (not necessarily consciously, and in a sense atavistically), man's own pre-Christian
origins.This investigation on their part did not confine itself, or even include, exclusively
Judaic sources. Svevo found fertile ground in Darwinian theories of human evolution, and
Michelstaedter found auspicious exploration in the pre..Socratic philosophies of Ancient
Greece. Sergio Campailla expands yet further the concept of anti..historicism:
"Vantistoricismo crifiuto morale di una rcalta dominata dall'etica mondana del denaro
e del successo, in cui Ie istituzioni svuotano di senso it valore che invcce dovrebbero
prcservare e in cui i padri si offrono come testimoni inattendibili, increduli. passivi. AIle
nuove generazioni si pare una duplice strada: 0 quella di rompere definitivarnente con la
tradizione (rna questa scelta priva completamente di energie, e non dA nulla in cambio),
o riassumere con rinnovato fervore, con originaria passione quel patrirnonio culturale-
religioso dissipatosi nel tempo."12
[Anti-historicism is the moral rejection of a reality dominated by the mundane ethics of
money and success, in which institutions deprive of value of sense which instead they
ought to preserve and in which the fathers offer themselves as unrealiable, incredulous,
passive witnesses. To the new ~enerations, there appears a choice between two ways:
either that of making a definitive break with tradition,- (but this choice is completely
devoid of energies and gives nothing in exchange),- or reassuming with renewed fervour,
with original passion, that cultural-religious patnmony which has dissipated itself in the
passage of time.]
It would seem that Michelstaedter and Svevo chose the second alternative, Michelstaedter
possibly more so, in that in his extremism, he uses the cultural patrimony of the Greeks and
indeed of the New Testament to prove his point. Michelstaedter and Svevos' Jewishness
brought about a radical element in their writing, "radical" in its most literal sense viz., that
they questioned the very "roots" of the Christian civilisation that surrounded and oppressed
them, came under scrutiny, wittingly or not, as the case may have been.•
• Otltc:r -radical- .kwisJI thinkers and writers such as Marx. Freud and ICarD come to mind.
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Yet speaking in a strictly Italian context, it should be pointed out that Michelstaedter and
Svevo formed part of a generation of writers who came from Hapsburgian Italy, many of
whom shared a dramatic destinY9 some having died before the Great War was over:
Gozzano, Serra, and Corazzini. This is not to mention other writers born in the 1880's, who
became significant voices of the 20th century: Prezzolini (b. 1882)9 Papini (b. 1881), Soffici
(b. 1879), Amendola (b. 1882), Slataper (b. 1888), Boine (b. 1887), Jahier (b. 1884),
Michelstaedter (b. 1887), Boccioni (b. 1882), Carrl (b. 1881), Saba (b. 1883), and
Palazzeschi (b. 1885). Moreover, and in a specifically Italian contex~ Michelstaedter and
Svevo might understandably be grouped amongst the writers of the "decadentismo italiano",
along with D9Annunzio, although both Michelstaedter and Svevo defy too rigid a
categorisation. However, Michelstaedter in particular is very much part of the post-Sedan
generation, that battle which symbolised the end of Romanticism and which led to the
formation of a "new bourgeoisie", i.e., an "aristocracy" rendered such by money.
Trieste specifically deserves mention, having brought forth writers such as Svevo, Slataper,
Ruggero Fauro, Saba and Stuparich. It was, after all, a city more exposed to the German-
speaking world and decidedly more autonomous in respect of the cultural expression of the
rest of Italy.13 One can also speak of an "incontro" between Trieste and Florence, ofwhich
Michelstaedtcr is an example, having gone to study in Florence to imbibe Italian culture
whilst coming, as he did, from the periphery of that culture. Likewise, Svevo also aspired to
writing in Tuscan Italian and was acutely aware of the fact that his style of writing did not
bear witness to a prolonged exposure to a more classical mode of expression.14
It is at this point that one has to note more specifically the purely cultural context in which
Michelstaedter and Svevo found themselves respectively.
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"Trieste rimase dunque fino al 1915 la cittA dove la borghesia in ascesa, quella
"conquistatricc", tanto per riprenderc un'cspressione ormai canonica, trovb un campo di
e~nsione ideate. Altro che crisi! In quella prospettiva, i tre romanzi di Svcvo, nonc~
quelli rimasli incompiuti e molte novelle, ci offrono un ritrano abbastanza fedele
all'ambiente mercantile, ancorch~ parzialeloich~ non vi ap~aiono n~ i conOitti
provocati dalla politica d'infiltrazione etnica, n Ie conseguenti e violente reazioni della
comunitA italiana."15
IThus Trieste remained until 1915, the city where the bourgeoisie in ascendance, the
co~uering" bourgeoisie, to use once again an exyression bY now canonical, found an
ideal field of expansion. It was anything but a crisis In this regard, Svcyo's three novels,
let alone those which had remained unfinished and the many short stories, offer us a
P-Ortrait sufficiently faithful to the mercantile ambience, even though ~rtially so since
there conflicts appear neither conflicts_provoked by the politics of ethniC infiltration, nor
the consequent and violent reactions of the Italian community.]
Hence one notes the complexity and the ambiguity inherent not only in being Jewish, but
also in living in a city and a part of Europe so close to the very nerve centre of many of the
political issues that were to erupt in the First World War. As Marco Cerruti bas observed
in speaking of Michelstaedter:
"Una sottile inquietudine tiene gli animi ... Nonostante la vas;hezza di taluni riJievi, la
pagina possiede ancor~ a nostro giudizio, una notevole forza dl suggestioDC, e non tanto
per la colorita vivacitl del Iinguaggio, quanto per iI fauo che, saitta ncll'imminenza
Gella prima guerra mondi:lle, essa ~ dunque un testimone della crisi, nel momenta in cui
questa trovava it suo esito estremo nella catasrofe bellica."16
(A subtle disquietude grips people's •.. Notwithstanding the vagueness ofcertain details,
the page possesses yet. in our judsement, a powerful force of suggestion. This is due not
so much to the colourful vivacIty of language, as to the fact that, written in the
imminence of the First World War, the page is thus a testimony to the crisis, in the
moment in which this crisis was finding its extreme outcome in the catastrophe ofwar.]
He continues:
"Esiste in effeui ... un rapporto reale e profondo fra l'insorgere di una ncvrosi e
l'insiemc di condizioni (a liveUo sociale, economico, politico, ecc.) deU'ambiente in cui
essa si produce."17
[1bere does in fact exist .•• a real and profound relationship between the insurgence of
a neurosis and the combination of circumstances (on a social, political and economic
level etc.•) of the environment. which in turn produces the neurosis.]
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This incipient disquiet has also been described by another scholar as follows:
If••• [lIn guui tuui gli scrittori giuliani del primo ventennio di questo secolo c·~ un
comune flsonomia CJi impelno spirituale e morale di idee e di vita nitre che di
sentimento serio e profonda."
[••. [lIn almost all the Julian writers of the first two decades of this century there is a
common physiognomy of a spiritual and moral involvement in ideas and in life aboYe
and beyond serious arid profound feeling.]
Hence we are not dealing with a phenomenon that was limited to Svevo and
Michelstaedter alone. the latter two writers are probably the most prominent of the poop
"Seriltori giuliani....9 Svevo is, of course, the one writer at this group whose fame extended
beyond the Italian·speaking world and it is Michelstaedter. in whom a renewed interest has
been evoked in very recent times.
We have mentioned earlier that Michelstaedter was much younger than Svcvo and as can
be gleaned from the former's letters, an emotional immaturity and dependence upon his
parents becomes apparent, a fact that belies his intellectual precocity.
"Tiri~o papa pc:r Ie cento lire, che non potranno bastarmi, anchc pel viagio per~
part. tendo] II [SIC] 24 non rispafmio che 6 giorni di trattoria. ci~ 20 franchi, -
purtroppo. - E se eoi c'~ la sessionc deU'esame d'Aprile [sic] immediatemente doIK!.le
vacanzc! Sano furlbondo a questa idea perche crepo dal desiderio di tornare a casa.-»
[I thank you, Dad, for the tOO liras, which will not suffice even for the journey because
departing on the 24th I save only 6 days of food, that is, 20 francs. - unfortunately. - And
tben, what about exam session in April immediately after the holidays? I am furious
about this idea because I am dying from the desire to return home.]
It would not be germane to our discussion at this point to engage in a character analysis of
Michclstaedter based on his letters. They do, however, provide an invaluable insight into
bis precocious intellectual development and his troublesome emotional development. as
well as into the multi-faceted nature of his thinking. The following observation has been
made in regard to his letters and that which ",'"3.n be gleaned from them:
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"Fils d'une ~poque, et on pourrait alors retrouver ici I'cxplication historicistc. qui
d~mystifie, qui detruit, qui s'ubandonne volontiers au cynisme, Carlo se voit submer$e
par les rcahtes. II se d~bat, tel un heros musHien avant la lcttre, entre son besom
d'absolu et d'idealisme et la certitude de son impuissance a Ie satisfaire. De ce
dechirement, it parle tro.J:' et se prend au lacet de ses propres mots. C'est alors que Ie
revolver entre en scene."-
[The son of an era - we could then here revert to the historicist explanation which
aemystifies, which destroys, which willingly gives way to cynicism - Carlo finds himself
overwhelmed by reality, he struggles like a Musilian hero allle littcram, between his need
for the absolute and idealism and the certitude of his own incapacity to fulfil that
idealism. Of this rupture he s~aks too much, and he is a prisoner of rhetoric. It is at this
point t:lat the revolver makes its appearance.]
Herein, Maryse Jeuland-Meynault puts Michelstaedter in an historical and psychological
context. The temptation exists, especially in Michelstaedter's case, to explain the thematic
significance of his writing in a purely psychological and historical vein. Pertinent as this may
be in ilis case and in Svevo's case as well, the focus of this study is the thematic similarities
and differences contained in each writer's respective texts. This notwithstanding. a writer, if
he attains universality transcends the immediate confines of his being. It is in this light that
the following point (made specifically in regard to Nietzsche) applies to most writers in
varying liegrees:
"Cosf anche 101 fiJosofia di Nietzsche (come quclla di Michelstaedter] nasce denlTo 101
storia rna crescI! poi o/Ire it proprio syeclfico orizzonte."[Stresses Chiarini's] 22
[So too, th~ philosophy of Nietzsche [like that of Michelstaedter] is bom within history~
but thellgrows beyond Its own specific horizon.]
Having asserted that a writer can transcend his own psycho·historical influences, it is
necessary to examine the specific influences exerted upon Michelstaedter and Svevo
respectively. In other words, who were their cultural mentors? Michelstaedter found
himself impervious to the cultural sway of D'Annunzio and Pascali ar.d beyond the
influence of the perplexities associated with "I Crepuscolaiitl• Nevenheless, there does
seem to be a 0'Annunzian trait in his thinking. More precisely, this trait appears to consist
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of an obsession with himsetr, as well a" the an elitist tendency in his thinking. These two
factors remind one of O'Annunzio's L~inDQCente.Michelstaedter's "supcromismo" is not
unlike the Nietzschean ideal, in that he advocates the destruction of all that we inherit; the
subsequent aspiration to truth; and the stoic and/or heroic acceptance of the consequences
thereof.
The word "nihilism" becomes inevitable in any discussion of either Nietzsche or
Michelstaedter. Yet this is a convenient misnomer. Michelstaedter's categorical denial of
all sources of philosophic (in particular Aristotilian) intellectual, psychological and
emotional comfort and illusion, has been viewed as being "nihilistic", when in fact, viewed
in a different light, it is instead a coum~eous stance that he is adopting. This is true because
there arc strong elements of renewal in his thinking. He exhorts. Svevo, on the other hand,
is resigned and distant. Michelstaedter's thesis is a highly personalised account of himself
and is the exposition of a spec.:ific Weltallschauung. Svevo, as mentioned initiaUy, was a
novelist. He created a mechanism by which to distance himself, Euore Schmitz, from his
creation, Zeno. Obviously, there are links between Svevo and hIs Zeno. But in
Micbelstaedter, the man himself ~ the symbolic embodiment of "persuasione", whilst it is
his alter ego that very plausibly embodies the concept of "reuorica".
The crisis of Hegelian logic, Positivism, and the optimism of Croce, all find a proud
adversary in Carlo Michelstaedter. This incisive observation by PiromaJli23 serves inter alia
to illustrate that Michelstaedter·s is a response~ an original and compelling response,
concise and intense, to a world from which he felt acutely alienated. To label him out of
hand as being nihilistic is both tempting and simplistic. The compelling aspect of his
thinking. besides his rigid honesty and uncompromising philosophic posture is the peculiar
nature of his contribution to the Italian intellectual heritage. And in European terms, be
expounded a view of life which became more than vogue. Indeed. it became intellectually
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entrenched and solidifed decades later with writers such a..; Sanre, Camus and Pinter.
Similarly, La coscienza dj Zeno. Svevo's major novel and the one most conspicuously
saturated with Freudian influences,24 though written in an ironic vein - presaged much of
what was to follow in European literature and intellectual trends. In particular, he cast
doubt on the facile belief in technology and psychology as a panacea long before these had
become employed in excessive measure and more often than not ethically abused.
In generic terms. Italian culture of the period during the Decadentismo Italiano, tended to
provide an appearance of things, with the emphasis being placed on the senses and on
aesthetics. This might be viewed, but only simplistically and erroneously, as a reversal or a
"retrogressive" step when one bears in mind the Verismo of Verga. Hence, it might be said
that in terms of Italian litarary history following Verga, Italian literature had had no
exponents of "reality" as it were, save for Pirandello, Svevo,2S and Michelstaedter during the
epoch of Decadentismo. Indeed, the similarities between Svevo and Michelstaedter have
been alluded to by Gianpaolo Biasin26 and further ellucidated by Piero Pieri.27 Besides the
affinity between Svevo and Michelstaedter, there is also an affinity between PirandeJlo and
Michelstaedter. This we trust will become implicitly more apparent as we proceed.
We have seen in this chapter that Michelstaedter and Svevo shared a common cultural,
linguistic and religious heritage, let us now turn our attention to how that heritage
crystallised in the former's La persuasione e 13 rettorica and in the latter's La coscienza di
~.
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CHAPTER1WO
"The individual triumphs in the renunelatlon or the Individual-. I
In this chapter we shall explore the philosophical and literary similarities and differences
between Svevo and Michelstaedter. Let us commence with the following observation by
Gianpaolo Biasin:
"••• there is a striking similarity between Svevo's conception of life and death and that of
Carlo Michelstaedter - a resemblance that is all the marc striking because there are no
proof.c; of their acquaintance or friendship between the two writers and consequently the
similarity must be ascribed for the major part to a common background of
Mitteleuro~anculture and sensitivity. Michelstaedter's life was dominated bY a longing
for an ideal absolute - an ideal Lhat sprang from his study of Schopenhauer and
Nietzsche. The impossibility of finding a compromise between his longing and the
mechanical possibilities, between the ideal and reality."Z
In effect, Biasin is implying that Svevo, more by sheer coincidence rather than by any
possible personal or literary acquaintanceship, presents an embodiment, a literary
"expression", as it were, of Michelstaedter's ideas, even though there are no traces whatever
of any intention on Svevo's part to do so:
"The ontology underlying the idea that life is disease is completed by the consequent
idea that real health is actually death."3
This concept of life as disease is one which they each adhere to and come to terms with,
each in their own way.
A recurrent theme in the comparison of Svevo and Michelstaedter i5 the juxtaposition of
opposites such as "vita/morte". "salute/malattia", "amore/odio". In fact, in both authors'
works this forms part of an intentional irony. This irony in tum forms the essence of their
respective debates on perfection. its attainability, and indeed its desirability.
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The word "vita" as used by Michelstaedter lmplies on the one hand, that life as lived by the
"uomo della rettorica" is in fact death. and only the "uomo della pcrsuasione" experiences
true "vita" • "life" as conceived, understood by Michelstaedtcr. Michclstaedter essentially
sees life as "worthy" essentially when it is lived with honour and idealism, two human
virtues which do not allow life to be subverted by "vile" emotional and physical necessities.
As for the "I'uomo della rettorica", life as lived by him is in fact death, in that his life is
based on mere perpetuation of existence, which perpetuation in turn arises from fear of
death. "Marte" then takes on the significance of release.
"Ogni presente della lora (cioe degli uomini] vita ha in s6 la morte. La loro vita non ~
che pa.ura della morte. ChI terne la morte egil morto ..." 4
[Every moment of their life has within itself death. Their life is nothing but fear of death.
He who fears death is already dead.]
Conversely, whoever faces death, confronts it, destroys the m.w: of death, thereby acquiring
that "life" which in Michelstaedter's terms. is "true", honest and worthy. The "uomo della
rettorica" being the man of words, is cowardly and given to self-deception, whereas the
"llomo della persuasione" transcends the limitations life imposes on him.
The essence of life, according to Michelstaedter is as follows:
Chi vuol aver un attimo solo sua vita, esser un attimo solo persuaso di do che fa - deve
impossessarsi del presente; vedere ogni presente come I'ultimo, come se fosse certa dopa
la morte; e nell'oscurita crearsi da se fa vila.s [Stresses Michelstaedters].
[He who wants his life for one moment onll' to be convinced for one moment only of
that which he does· must take possession 0 the present; must see eveJY present moment
as bei".lI the last; as if afterwards death were certain; and in darkness create life by
himself.J
These two observations by Michelstaedter are fraught with implications. Firstly we see
here that "presenteR in Michelstaedtcr's terms, is to be taken literally. He does indeed
intend the "here and now". Life must not be lived with one's sights always placed on the
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future because such projection in temporal terms becomes, in effect, an act of duping
oneself into believing in the future. In short such a projection becomes a transmuted term
of self-deception. The full weight of the present must be borne by the individual if his life
is to have any "worth". He states that man tends to look to the future and does not confront
the present. Indeed, he looks to the future precisely in order (either consciously or
unconsciously) not to engage his mind with the present, the unbearableness of which he
seeks to deny. All of this is thus viewed by Michelstaedter as an ultimate denial of life itself.
In Svevo, his play on the words "salute/malattia", which corresponds to Michelstaedter's
play on "vita/morte", is much more complex and subtle. As Jeuland-Meynaud points OUt,6
Michelstaedter was a logician, and logic was an "infallible" tool (a device which Svevo docs
not rely on) to convey his, Michelstaedter's vision of the world and mankind.
In broad outlines, Svevo's La coscienza dj Zeno deals with a "patient", Zeno Cosini, whose
confessions to his analyst are published by the analyst himself as a vendetta, because Zeno
stopped being treated by the analyst. This of course is a gross breach of confidence, of
professional confidentiality and ethics. It is an unconscionable violation of the patient-
doctor relationship and it is patently a travesty of Freudian techniques of psychoanalysis.
By presenting to the reader the purported or putative confessions, Svevo transports the
reader into the ostensibly sick mind of Zeno Cosini. However, as the novel progresses, one
is made aware of the myriad of ironies in Svevo's novel, of which the ironic use of
"malattia/salute" is but one. Briefly, Svevo shows the reader how Zeno, being ill in
societal terms, is in fact paradoxically better adapted to modern man's environment,
"adapted", being used in the Darwinian sense. In other words, it is precisely because Zeno
is the paragon of mediocrity that he survives. (The novel is written with the First \Vorld
War as a backdrop, but this is rarely specifically referred to. Yet, when one considers the
novel La coscienza di Zeno as a symptom of the times and at the same time as a novel of
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prophecy, the significance of its time of writing becomes all too clear: It is a novel which
investigates the modern mindJ the modern mind that made the First World War possible, a
war which was the culmination of centuries of modern man's disease. Furthermore, at the
risk of stating the obvious, the First World War destroyed social distinctions, a system of
values and a way of life filled with certainties that had supported the edifice of Western
Civilization for centuries). Svevo takes the reader into the mind of what modern man has
become, the unheroic Zeno, devoid of absolute values to which to aspire. The aspiration to
health is but a symptom of the fundamental disease in that only if one is diseased in the
first place, is the need for health recognised.
Those in the novel who aspire, heroically, to the bourgeois norms, are the ones who
succumb. What society perceives as Zeno's malady, is in fact his health. What society
perceives as health, is in fact society's malady. As we have mentioned, the novel is densely
ironic. Little at first reading is what it appears to be. (It is also in this regard that Svevo
and Pirandello would seem to have a mutual affinity.) The following quotation is typical of
what one finds in La coscjenza di Zeno:
"Ero andato da quel medico perch! rn'era stato detto che guariva Ie malattie nervosc
con I'elettricita. 10 pensai di poter ricavare dall'elettricita la forza che occorreva per
lasciare iI furno.'"
[I had gone to that doctor because I had been told that he cured nervous ailments with
electricity. 1 thought I could draw from electricity the strength necessary to stop
smoking.]
In this we see Svevo being bitterly yet delightfully ironic. Firstly, Zeno goes to the doctor
to cure his smoking with "electricity". This in itself. to understate the matter. is rather far-
fetched. Though Svevo presents Zeno's decision to go to the analyst as being quite
"normal". he ridicules. nonetheless, the idea of eleClro-shock treatment more than he does
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Zeno's apparent faith in the treatment. Moreover, Zeno believes that electricity is
"tcc:hnology" and something "outside" himself, i.e., beyond his own will.p""·,-r, and that it
will give him the "forza", the strength necessary to stop smoking. Svcvo uses Zeno to
convey contemporary man's dependence on modern technology to correct what Zeno or
contemporary man could himself do by the mere exertion of his own will-power. Indeed,
man's enslavement to technology is a recurrent theme of the novel.
The question arises: What are Michelstaedter and Svevos' respective interpretations in
respect of perfection, bearing in mind that authenticity, freedom, and renewal are
components of this "perfection"? Svevo's understanding of perfection c:annot be viewed in
isolation from the strong Darwinian element in his thinking.
"For Darwin the whole concept of perfection was at best useless and at worst a
pernicious notion applied arbitrarily to those adaptations that seemed to conform best
to a human view of how some biological task could be done. If the biological task was
simply 'the ability to reproduce», no adaptation, however distasteful or seemingly
incompetent could legitimately be denied the attribute of perfection....
It is interesting to compare this to what Svevo has to say on the subject:
"••. [M]entre gli altri animali cessavano dalla vera vita ch'c, l'cvoluzione, l'uomo inventO
una nuova evoluzione fuori del proprio organismo e la persegui instancabile sempre
lorvo e malcontento, l'aspetto dell'animale coe ha I'anima attiva. Ma il suo orpnjsmo
non pote pin evolversi perche altrimenti eBli avrebbe dovuto far getto degli ordl~ni chc
non potevano essere maneggiati che da chi aveva non quattro mani ne quattro pledi rna
due piedi soli e due mani capaci di afferrare e percio dane unghie deboli."9
[Whilst the other animals discontinuing the trueHfe, that is, evolution, man invented a
new evolution beyond his own organism and pursued it tirelessly, always, surly and
discontented -the aspect of an animal that has an active spirit. But his organism could
not longer evolve because otherwise he would have had to dispense with the tools that
could not have been wielded by anyone save by one who had neither four hands nor four
feet, but two feet only and two hands capable of gripping, and thus endowed with weak
nails.]
In both these passages there is an element of doubt, of scepticism cast upon the very idea of
perfection. a certain detachment. in fact. Svevo reduces man to a product of evolution. in
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fact a product of evolution that has lost its way. His observation seems to imply that man is
out of step with the rest of nature and hc.lce his dcscription of man as being ·torvo" (surly)
and "malcontento"', "discontented". Man is alien to his environment, or has adapted to it in
such a way as to render any discourse on perfection or idealistic view of man utterly
irrelevant and superfluous.
It is against this background that one also needs to look at the question of
"salute/malattia":
IOMa per conoscere il cammino segreto, che )0 porta all'intesa con iI suo pcrsonaggio,
occorre risalire a una fase antecedente. cogliere Svevo nel momento in cui cominclano a
precisarsi Ie sue idec sulla "malattia". Esse hanno un'evidente origine darwiniana, e
saoo permeate dal bisogno di collegarc la "rnalattia" all'evoluzione dell'uomo. E chiaro
che questo rapporto avrebbe solo un valore metaforico e un'intonazione paradossale, se
non esistesse 10 stadio finale. rappresentato da Zeno."IO
(But in order to know his secret voyage that brings him to the understanding with his
proxy, it is necessary to go back to an antecedent phase, and to capture Svevo in the
moment in which his ideas on "disease" begin to define themselves. These ideas have an
evident Darwinian origin and are permeated by the desire to link "disease" to the
evolution of man. It is clear that this relationship would have a metaphorical value and
a paradoxical intonation, were the f: .: 11 stage. represented by Zeno, not to exist.]
Svevo elucidates further:
"In tutta la natura edifficile spie~are l'inizio di una cosa 0 d,una idea. II suo sviluppo
poi equestione di ambiente, dl chma, d'adattamento 0 anche di logica. Dal Mammut it
servizio del piccolo uomo divenne tanto importante ch"es.li sentiva il bOOgoo della sua
presenza come degli alberi di cui viveva, dei f.rati su CUI si muoveva, persioo dell'aria
che re:;pirava. Cost c fatto l'animale privo d anima. Non e lui che evolve percbC gia
perfetto rinunzio alIa vera vita."11
(In all Naturc, it is difficult to explain the inception of a thing or idea. Its development
is then a question of environment, of climate, of adaptation or even logic. Since the
mammoth, the service of the little man became so important, that the mammoth felt the
need of the little man's presence as he did that of the trees from which be lived, of the
meadows over which he moved, even of the air that he breathed. Thus was the animal
devoid of soul made. It is not M who evolves because, already perfect. he renounced
true life.]
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Svcvo's Zcoo is just such a "piccolo uomo" • as is Michelstaedter's "uomo della rettorica".
Svcvo is saying by implication and with scathing irony that if there is such a thin, as
perfection· the dream of a perfect man and hence a perfect society - then uno is that
"perfect" man in that he can no longer develop any further; that is as far as the word
"perfection" could in any way be applicable. For the rest, Zeno is a devastating parody of
the very concept of perfection so what we have here is a coincidence of views on the part of
Micbelstaedter and Svevo. Both recognise the mediocrity in modern man with the "uomo
della rettorica" and the "piccolo uomo"/Zeno respectively.
In this idea of -Ia vera vita", there is an implicit value judgement. That is to say, by his use
of the words "vera vita", Svevo is patently implying that there is such a thing as a "vita non
vera", and thus funber indicating implicitly that that is what is experienced by humanity at
large. He implies that there is something profoundly amiss in modern Man.
Micbelstaedter's version of a remarkably similar idea is expressed as follows:
-I) seoso delle coset il sapore del mondo esolo pel continuare, esser nat; non eche voler
continuare: gH uomini vivona per vivere: per non morire. La loro pcrsuasione e /a
paura della morte, esser nati non eche lemere fa mane." [Stresses MichelStaedter·s.]l2
(111e sense of things, the taste of the world, is only for the sake of continuing. To be hem
IS but to wish to continue: Men live in order to live: in order not 10 die. Their
conviction is thefear ofdeath; to be hom is only to fear death.]
Here we have Michelstaedte.'s fundamental criticism in regard to Man's way of living his
life. He condemns life lived merely for the sake of its own continuation and implicit in his
criticism is the lad: of something absolute, life lived as mere expediency, in short life as
lived by Svevo's ano.
Svevo, however, succinctly links a variety of ideas which. compositely. form a significant
antidote to the urgency of Michelstaedter's "intuition". as it were. At the same time.
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however, and somcwhat pi.tl aooxically. S\'c\'u concurs with Michdslacdler:
"Vern) iI .ernpo in cui 1'U\)l110 nun temen) piu di morirt~. Ur.a bcllissima speranza!
Proprio I'clevamcnto di un ccrvello e di un ,"uwe grandi. Questa speranza ,he in fondo
non e irrealiz1.abile c ch'c una grande speranza. l.'U0l110 uel!'awcnirc abbozzato ~on
"Iucste parole non sarehhc un cmc; in lui ncssuna tcn~lenza a far gCltU della vita. che
divprrebbe anzi pili liela. Venula la sua ora. c avcssc a suonar in qualunqu\: momenta
egli dir~bbe tranquillo: Ecco mi qmt!"ll
(The timt: will come in which man will no longer fear dying. An exceedingly beautiful
hope! It is indeed the elevation of H great hrain ano H great heart· rhis hope which
fununmenwlly is not an unOlltainahle hupe and which ,is a,great hnpc. The man of the
future sketched with these words wuuld nlH he :.l hero; 1:1 tum there IS 110 tcnden!='y to to
rid himself of life· a life which, on lhe cOnlntry. would become hapgie,. Has hour
having comc. and were it to ring many momel1l. Iran(luilly he would say: Here I am!")
Is this not what Michcbtucutcr is in fact saying'? In this passage it is evident lhat Svevo had
given thought to the nOlion of nmn tr.tlh(,·~ntling and overcoming his fear of dealh, ~ut with
customalj irony he ridicuks the: llOlin,:tc of th~ notion, He wkcs this a step further in lhal
he approaches the qucslitin of death .IIH.I thl: fcai of it. with hUlI10ur anti tI~tachment. He
dc-dramatises. "sdr~ltlll1laliZl"lrc]" Ihis question and says thai to he free of the fear of death
;s for the "cuml gmnd:".. (and for the purpmes of this comparative study) ~ for the likes of
Mlchclswedter's "'wmo del!;! pcrsuasionc", Ilis "future man" would be so mediocre and
enfeebled th.at when his time came he woulli simply accept it because he had never even
pondered the issue, Ag:.lin we see in contrasting Michcistaedtcr and Svcvo's respective
110tio'1S, that ~lici-)elstacdtl'r i:- totally ahsor hed hy the conquest of the fear of death,
\" here.ls 5,'c\'0 (':\:1 affurd to bc lkt'lchel1 from the whole 4ue~ti()n - at lea~t as far as his text
here ahove indicate:-. \1ichelstacdter \"~hemcntly criticises this weakness. nan,ely man's
fear of lkath, \\!ll're~l~ S\"c\"o fore;o;ccs a time when "f~turc man" will be so derelict ~·s to
accept de~th with stupitlity, not e\"c'1 resignation. The notion of resignation implies the
acknowlc.:ul!cmcnt anu rl'c(,~nition of the inahilitv of an ideal to hecome r~alit...· and ti.· .
~ - . ..
Jernnnstrat...'" that there ..' all ~l\\arenc~:, of a larger is'lIc at s!ake. namehr tile rea.~on wh\"
~ --
\\c It\'t' anJ !~: "i~nifican(c of life a:ltJ death. The "future man" \\hich Sve\"o describes in
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the preceding quotation is too degenerate 10 have even recognised the issue as such in the
first place.
It is at this stage that one observes that the themes of perfection. authenticity. and freedom
cannot be definitively separated one from the other. They are inexlricably linked and form
part of a cohe;~ive scepticism in which both writers find solace and justification for their
respective ideas in the writings of preccding thinkers. Svevo finds it in his quasi-
anthropological approach. Le., his Darwinism, whilst Michclstuedtcr draws upon the Iruths
perceived by Parmenidcs and other pre·Socmtic thinkers.· Svcvo and Mich:lstacdtcr both
go back to fundamentals. the origins. albeit each in his own terms and in his own manner,
in order to motivate and substantiate their respective thinking.
This unavoidable point lends cohesion to their commonly sharcd view, viz., that modern
Man is a "fallen" creature, a residue, or an apostacy of sorts, that has rendered Man a
shadow of what he might be or might have been. His individuality has been steadily eroded
as society and civilisation have ostensibly progressed.:4
As Sergio Campailla observes:
"... [Pler ricongiungcrsi alia sapienza anlica. Michelstaedter non dta in greco, rna
parJn in grec0s' doe nella lingua di Parmenide e di Socrate, la madrelingua della cullura
occidentale."1
[In order to reunite himself to ancient wistiom, Michelstaedter does not quote in Greek,
but speaks in Greek, that is, in the language of Parmenides and Socrates - the mother
tongue of Western culture.]
-Vide Chapter III. below.
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Indeed, MicheJstaedter explicitly asserts that
"Tutti i progressi della civilt~ S0l10 regressi dell'jndividuo."'6
(All the progress of civilization is the retrogrcssion of the individuaJ.)
The implications of this statcment are far-reaching in terms of the present enquiry. This
latter statement by Michelstacdter is not only consonant with Svevo's idea of the demise of
the individual it also coincides with Svevo's notion of the impossibility on the part of the
individual to attain an idealised state of perfection. Indeed, Svcvo might well consider suc:h
an assertion, such as Michclstaedtcr's above ~lS an undeniable, indeed obvious fact. For
Michelstaedter, however, the notion of the impossibility of the individual to attain
perfection would seem to he too ghastly to contemplate and a notion which inspires his
adulation of individuality, albeit to the point of exaggeration. Perfection and individuality
are synonymous in Michclstaedter's view. One notes a recurrent tendency in
Michelstaedter when one compares him to Svevo, namely, the former's inability to look
beyond his own ,deas, his inability to accept the truth despite his apprehension or intuition
of it. Svevo, however, takes the same ideas and accepts them with the benign resignation
and irony which his maturity confers. Michelstaedter, on the other hand, reacts in the
manner of a somewhat impetuous youth against that which is unacceptable to him, and he
reacts to life in a dramatic fashion1 be it in his personal life or in his text. In short, Svevo
accepts the unattainability of perfection. In fac~ he refutes such a possibility and considers
it potentially dangerous. Michelstaedter differs radically from Svevo in this regard. He
aspires to perfection :md cannot come to terms with the ultimate implications of his own
ideas, unless through suicide or if perfection is to be viewed as a state to be confined to the
hereafter. (Suicide has a particular significance in Michelstaedter's case and this fact will
become clearer as we proceed). Michelstaedter and Svevo. however, do concur that
perfectiOil 's found in death. and it is precisely here that their respective views coincide anci
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mesh. both authors sharing. as they do. the concept of "Ia vita euna malattia mortale",
flNacque it malcontento e torvo uomo, Imperfeuissimo non cbbe Ie ali e neppure
quanro mani come i guadrumani n6 quattro piedi come Ie flere rna sempre due man; e
due piedi soli. ~uesti per portar lentamente queUe tuuavia male armate, Animale
disgraziatissimo. 17
(Discontented and surly man was born. Most imperfect. he had no wings or even four
hands as quadrumans. nor four feet as the beasts, but always just two hands and two feet.
the latter fashioned slowly bear the former which, in an;/ event. were ill-armed. A most
unfortunate animal.]
Thus, it would now seem nppropriate to place the issues at hand in a wider context. Simply
stated, Michclstaedter strives for perfection, docs not find it, and reacts against life itself.
Svevo, on the other hand, also comes to terms with the mutual exclUSivity of life and
perfection, but in doing so does not react against life itself. He does not personalise his
disenchantment with life. Rather, he universalises it and detaches himself (with
consequently greater objectivity) from his disenchantment, by his seeking refuge and
expression one might say, in his art. The insufferability of Hfe, however, takes on an
intensely personal dimension in Michelstaedter, in that he reacts against life itself, making
his reaction intensely personal. His only solace seems to "~e the articulation of his
disenchantment, at least so it would appear initilllly. The int~nsely personal and subjective
aspect in Michelstaedter's thinking need not be viewed as a limitation. nor does it detract
from the validity of his views. It is not a limitation in that through the apparerlt extremism
of his views (which owe their origin in part to his absorption with himself). he arrives at an
uncompromising stance vis-ii-vis life. posing questions and views which touch the very roots
of man's human condition. It can plausibly be said that at one level, Michelstaedler's view
of life is the non plus ultra of pessimism. He expresses the unthinkable in terms of life's
inherent meaning and/or lack thereof. In so doing, his personalised account of his struggle
lends an urgency and an intimacy to his stance, unobscured by sophisms. intellectual
erudition or narrative artistry. Svevo is a narrative artist. and in practising his art. he distils
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and projects a WeltuIIsc!lutlllIIg. Michelstaedter's JYeltUluclltltlllllg. by way of comparison,
takes shape in a relentless a~sertion of what he. Michelstaedter conceives 10 be Ihe essence
of life. His work, however. does not reflect the multi-faceted complexity and synthesis
which is evident in Svevo's I.A coscicm:a dj Zena. To iIIusrate, Michelslacdtcr presents one
with two alternatives only, namely e:ther "persuasione" or Itrettoricalt and he treats the
ambiguity inherent in his use of the words "vita" and Itmortc" in an almost simplistic
manner. Svevo, on the other hand, reflects in his work, LA coscienza di Zeno, an intimate
awareness of the myriad of contradictions, deceptions and ironies which shape the life of
Zeno Cosini and the world which the latter inhabits, i.e., the world of Modern Man. This
essential difference in the approach of the two writers can be explained partially by the fact
that Svevo had the techniques of the novelist at his command, whereas Michelstaedter did
not. The absolutist, categorical and tendentious bent in Michelstaedter's work. his "all or
nothing" approach, besides being indicative of his youth, betrays the limitation of his field
of reference, his purview. And precisely therefrom derives his inability to synthesise. This
would seem to be confirmed, furthermore, by the fact that his philosophy, his vision of the
ideal, is impracticable in that the ideal he prescribes and describes in respect of the "uomo
della persuasione" is beyond human experience and, if it is within human experience, is
allied to the Nietzchean superman or Jesus Christ or Buddha or any other figures of human
aspiration.
The cognisance of this impracticability took the form of suicide, his vision most probably
not having been able to be realised by him in any other way. His vision dLes. however.
have a distinct merit. in that it resides primarily in an uncompromising honesty. But it is
this honesty, this rigidity of thought. which is taken to the extreme, viz.• to the point where
life. as an experience bound only to time, itself is denied. In fact. Michelstaedter's quest
has been called "La rivolta impossibile".'s
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The question that next arises, and a compelling one it is, concerns the origin of
Michelstaedter's extremism. It has been pointed out that his disenchantment with life is
highly personalised and it is therefore to Michelstaedter, the young man, Hil giovane
goriziano", that we must turn in order to asses the text of which he is the author. An
invaluable source in understanding Michelstaedter's text is, of course, his Epistolarjo.
The following observation has been made apropos Epjstolario and the efficacy of looking
for sources outside the text, in order to arrive at a more pertinent understanding of that
same text:
"II est plusieurs manicres d'ext>liguer la decision desesperce de Michclstaedter. La plus
courante consiste a historiclser son probl~me en I'incluant dans ce courant
schopenhau~riendu rna) de vivre qui frappa I'~poque oecadente, et plus
particuli~rementIa jeunesse mitte)europeenne, et parmi celle-ci la jeunesse juive (Jont
Kafka, Weininger, Saba, Svevo, sans parler des peres fondatcurs de la psychanal)'se,
seraient quelques-uns des represcntants les plus illustres. Chacun d'eux apporteralt la
preuve de la crise de la conscience europeenne, d'un grand maiaise dans la bourgeoisie
et d'un d6sarroi genera) des esprits en ceUe veHle de la premiere guerre mondiale. Les
explications par Ie collectif sont aussi faciles que vagues. Elles portent un diagnostic qui
constate Ie mal mais ne tient pas compte des malades dont chaque cas est unique."
[Stress mine.l l9
[There are various ways of explaining Michelstaedter's desperate decision. The most
current view tends to historicise his problem within the Schopenhaueran view of the
"mal de vivre" which tormented the decadent era. r .ld more specifically the
"Mitteleuropean" youth and within this, the Jewish youth of which Kafk~ Weimnger,
Saba, Svevo,- (without mentioning the founding fathers of psychoanalysis).- would be
some of their most illustrious representatives. Each one of them would bring proof of
the crisis of the European consciousness. of a great malaise among the bourgeoisie and
of a general intellectual disarray on the eve of the First World War. Collective
exp.anations are as easy ,\5 they are vague. They make a diagnosis which establishes the
presence of the disease but does not take into account the diseased who are unique in
each case.]
In fact, this obsession with truth. which characterises Michelstaedter's La versuasione e la
rettorica is reflected in his letters which clearly reveal the origins of this obsession and its
markedly pessimistic nature. THe question that arises then. is whether Michels:aedter's
pessimism is not perhaps a result of frustrated ideals caused by his inability to reach the
abSO:dte. i'.1ichelslaedter's "absolute" referred to here is his desire to divest life entirely of
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needs such as love. religion. hope. bread. and structures that maintain the illusion of
meaning. In short, to ~ the "superman", and to acquire the moral perfection that his
"l'uomo della persuasione" embodies. I-lis letters reflect a gradual pessimism. but ever more
intensified. and which relate events which could not but have had a profound effect on his
psyche· in particular the death of Nadia, a girl whom he loved dearly. the death of his
brother Gino. and the departure to the Argentine of his closest friend and confidant,
E.!rico Mreule. To Mreule he wrote:
"N~lI'oscuritA della mia vita di 'luesti giorni, dIe pass~l slilia a stilla intcrminabile, io vivo
la mia vita pill intima con te."~l
lIn the darkness of my life these dars' a life which passes hy interminably drop by drop, Iive my most intimate life with you.
In the same way th:u Enrico Mreule dep:arted for the unknown. Michelstaedter, as an act of
volition. chose to discover life hy confronting its ultimate mystery, death.
"Le suicide lui offrit ~eut-ctre aussi Ie moyen de rester fidele a ce personnage
romantico-d~cadentqUI it avait cOl1struit de ses peopres mains et donne en spectacle a
tant de t~moins, au cours de sa longue corresponthmce avec cux. Ce fut une fa~on dc
montrer qu'it pouvait lui massif tout comme Mrculc, passer it I'actc en emigrant dans une
terre inconnue. Avan~ant ceuc hypothese, nUllS avol1s conscience de rester tr~s cn·de\d
de la frontiere de l'cxplication psycho-medicale pour laqueUe Ie raptus suicidairc
s'origine de causes infinimcnt plus intriquecs ct aleatoires, et de nous en tenir a la
surface phenomenique du comportement du dcscspcrc."22
[Perhaps suicide also offered him the means of remaining loyal to his romantic-dccadent
character which he himself had created and had paraded to so many witnesses during his
long correspondence with them. It was a way of showing that he too, like Mreule. could
act by emigrating to an unknown land. By putting forward this hypothesis. we realise
that we are not going so far as the psycho-medical explanation, according to which the
suicidal raptlls has a far more intricate and h:lplmzard origin. And we arc aware of
remaining on the phenomenal surface of the despcr:lle man's behaviour.]
·II~ brolher Gino emigr..t".J 10 :--.:c.... Yorl. ami ""l""rtelll)' ...~ munlered The <"til"'!> tenJ h> "..neur on lhl~ IIIM"C'cr. the: p<>cl r,.anm
f'ortini imrarted In Ihe ('""!-enl aUlh"r In J'Cn.<.n..1 ...,n\l:n.JIl110. Ihal (;'0" h .. had In b.t .II". o>ltlmlllcJ ~lllnik an "I:e.. YtIIL ... t.an
Ihal W".a.!i kc.pt ....ilhm the: :\fi<"hd~laelllcr family I'mhm aJJcll Ihat (".nh. h,m-elf h..J ...OII\C.s Hu: ~r.lnlre "'ml.'IIIne fur h" hrOlhcr (;,ru....
gra\c. ·11l~ gr..'·" 1"10 k f"uncl on Ihe J~"'l\h eemclcry al (;""11"...h,.·h co:mcl..,} he" on Iho: ...·uj:.,"'Ls,· ".!t...f Iho: I're...:nl r".m,u I
menllon Ih,!O un.."nr,!mc.s ~urr-- olllln ~Ilncernln~ (;mll·" ~Ul\·,<l., t"("G\U,e 'I .. nulJ -ecm '" '~.Jr ....1 .. h..1 -,\J.. 'CI;:tI~ IlA" I,. W1~
ron.'crnmg the "'-'(1.11. ("'~l·hl\I"t:I 1 anJ cullur.ll Imph••II,••n, "f Je.."hnr" In lI.or,lou,>:,.", It..,. Ilul II ..... IJ .. II... I..... '","'ullu r~:n'h
lrall "'lib l"'ycl\nr,.g"·,,I,·au"':>lh.'1 1\.1'e 'enla'n.,.... unJ,... h,,,,,:cI hqO:I.,f."t
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In order to understand Michelstaedter. one has 10 come to terms with his urgent quest for
the absolute. which is synonymous with perfection. in short, with Ihe impossible. The very
fact that Michelstaedter himself gradually realised that his dream was unable to be
consummated, provides a key to understanding his personal drama, his text.
Maryse Jeuland-Meynaud provides some relevant observations in this regard.23 She points
out that this obsession for the absolute is also renectcd in letters. inasmuch as he strives for
an absolute immediacy and intimacy with those with whom he cannot be. One of the
attributes of the Huomo della pcrsuasionc", or "uomo ammaestrato" is his ability to
transcend, as it were, time and space, thereby allowing him to be close to that which is
ph)sically far removed from him. Michelstaedter says:
HL'uomo ammaestrato [e cioe colui che c riuscito a divenire padrone di se stesso] ...
vede Ie cose lontane come [se fossero] vicine, .•." [Brackets mine.] 24
[The man who has become master of himself .•. sees things distant as though they were
near.]
In his letters to his family, Michelstaedter goes into exhaustive detail about the most
intimate aspects of his life, and in so doing, it would seem that he negates the distance
between himself, living in Florence, and his family living in Gorizia. The same is also true
of his correspondence with his friends, Gaetano Ch:avacci and Nino PaternoHi. In this
regard, Jeuland-Meynaud observes:
HCe penchant r~~11 plus resistible a I'analyse a constitue un entrainement ideal pour
percer Ie moi cache d'autrui. De sa propre intimite psychique, Carlo passe au moi secret
de ses interlocuteurs, mettant ainsi en place un troisieme plan de specularite dont la
surface reflckhissante est prevue pour renvoyer a rautre sa propre image. L'institution
d'un autre dispositif reflexif repond au desir de I'ccri\'ant de creer entre son moi et celui
du destinataire un espace d'intimite oil se retrouver et communier dans I'absolu de la
connaissance redproque dictee par .'amour ou l'amitie, pour une interpenetration des
verites individuelles d'ou naitra la Verite."2S
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(This penchant for analysis that became irresistible, constituted an ideal training for
penetrating the hidden ego of others. from his own psychic intimacy. Carlo goes on to
the secret ego of his interlocutors, thereby establishinJ a third level of enquiry, the
reflective surface of which is designed to mirror his own Jma~e to the other. The setting
up of another reflective device corresponds to the writer s wish to create an area of
intimacy between his own self and that of the addressee where to meet and tn commune
in the absolute of reciprocal knowledge dictated by love or friendship, for an
interpenetration of individual truths whence Truth will arise.]
and:
"De son corps, de ses fringales et gourmandises (une irresistible passion pour les
douceurs bien si~nificative it un oeil averti). des soins de prnpretc qu'U prend, de :\On
r~gime alimentatre et de ses ex.erciccs musculaires. :.Ie ses ennuis mtestinaux et des
troubles re~tes d'une sante qui ne Cut pas toujours aussi bonne quoit veut lui..mcme Ie
donner Acroire, de scs medications, it parle avec la plus grande Iiberte, sans crainte d'en
rappeler les manifestations physiologiques les moins valorisantes, tels les troubles et les
incontinences de la descente digestive qui Ie font courir a travers florence a la
recherche des lieux dits d'aisance. Ccs mentions nombreuses dans Ics leures ala famille
sont tout autant Ie signe d'habitudcs naturalistes r~siduelles que la marque du haut
degre d'intimite existant entre Ie jcune homme et les siens, ct de la conscience qu'on ne
peut exister sans ctre ce que ]'on est et sans Ie Caire connaitre pour l'exhaustivite de la
representation."26
[He speaks with utmost liberty about his body, about his cravings, and about hit:; over-
fondness for certain foods - (an irresistible passion for sweetmeats, vel)' significant to the
trained eye), - about his habits of hygiene, about his diet and muscular exercises, about
his digestive troubles, about the repeated trouble with his health which is never as good
as he himself wishes to have it believed, and about his medication. He has no qualms
about mentioning the most unseemly physiological manifestations such as the troubles
and incontinencies of his digestive tract which have him running a.:ross Florence
searching for so-called public conveniences. The numerous times he mentions these
aspects in letters to his family, are as much an indication of residual natura] habits as of
the indication of the high degree of intimacy that exists between the young man and his
relatives, and of the awareness that one cannot exist without being what one is, without
making it known but for the fact that it would be impossible to give an exhaustive
representation of it.]
This quest for the absolute is also evident throughout his work. and we have here above,
the recognition on the part of Jeuland Meynaud of Michelstaedter's overriding concern
with truth and the need to communicate it even to the point of banality. Michelstaedter
seems to have been absorbed by the need to communicate h~s distress and formed \"CI)'
close human relationships which provided him with a panacea.
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Significantly. she also mentions that he needed to convey an image of himself as a healthy
being. which was often contrary to faci. Also. the degree of intimacy which he enjoyed with
his family which included the discussion of his bodily functions denote even on a superficial
level, a complexity that would merit psychological investigation. Whereas such an
investigation is beyond the scope of this essay. his familial relationships and the inevitable
psychological repercussions are factors which should be bornc in mind.
However, here we are primarily concerned with the more obvious manifestations of this
quest for honesty and the absolute. For example. Michelstaedter expresses his yearning to
be liberated from space and time as follows:
"•.. [M]a la sua persona non ~ nel saper man$iare, bere, dormire, pesare. camminare
piu 0 meno bene, non ela persona che invecchta: egli [I'uomo persuaso] sa 'anchc' tuttc
queste case. E pel suo sapere egli e fuori del tempo, della spazio, della necessita
continu~egJi elibero; assoluto ... ma nell' Assoluto egJi ha la Liberta •.."27
I... [Blut his ~rson does not consist of knowing how to eat, to drink. to sleep, to weigh
himself to walk more or less well. It is not the person that $rows older: the man of
conviction knows all these things ';as well'. And b~ virtue of hiS knowinBo he is beyond
time, and space, beyond continual necessity. He is free; absolute • .• but In the Absolute
he has Liberty•.. ]
When Michelstaedter says: "Ma nel suo Assoluto egli ha iI Fine"28, he reveals the frontiers
within which "I'uomo persuaso" operates. And in the light of Michelstaedter's own
absolutism, life in its imperfection as well as objective reality could not accommodate him,
leaving death by suicide as the only alternative. (The alternath'e offered by Svevo will be
discussed in due course). Miche!staedter reveals an acute awareness of an insoluble
dilemma, namely, one of striving for something that will forever remain unattainable:
"10 salin) sulla montagna - l'altezza mi chiama, voglio averla [.] rascendo - la domino;
rna la montagna come la posseggo? Ben son alh) sulla pianura e suI mare; e vedo il
largo orizzonte che edella montagna; rna tuUo cib non emio: non e in me quanto vedo
... Ie onde si fendono davanti all'uomo che nuota; se bevo il salsa, se esulto come un
delfino - se m'annego - rna ancora it mare non 10 posseggo: sono solo e din!1S0 in mezzo
al mare." (Stress Michelstaedters.]29
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(I shall ascend the mountain - the height beckons me. I wAinl to have it. I ascend it • I
dominate it: but how do I POSSC'iS the mountain? Even though I am high on the pJain
and on the sea; and I see the wide horizon from the mountain; but all this is not mine:
what I see is not in me ... the waves swell in front of the man who swims; if I drink the
potion. if J frolic like a dolphin· jf I submerge myself - yet I stiJI do not possess the sea:
I am alone and apart in the middle of the sea.]
And. of course. what he is saying here is as true of man in a broader universal sense as it is
of Michelstaedter himself. rl1tere is another important factor which we have mentioned in
Chapter One. a factor which is inescapable. indeed quintessentiaJ in studying both
Michelstaedter and Svevo. We have indicated that both Svevo and Michelstacdter were
Jewish. Besides the obvious cultural and societai implications, the fact of being Jewish in
the more ostensibly tolerant atmosphere of Hapsburgian Italy. as opposed to Austria
proper, had certain psychological consequences. As Ada Neiger points out:
"Egli (cioe l'ebreo, ossia Michelstaedterl si trova quindi in una situazione conflittuale
riconducibile alia tipica condizione del 'ebreo emancipato, travagliato dal dilemma:
fedeltl ai propri modeJli culturali 0 adeguamento aile consuetudini di vita delJa societfl
egemone.
Michelstaedter si allontanera dall'osservanza \leila tradizione ebraica integrandosi nel
contempo nella circostante societa cattolica, inserendosi doe De) contesto politico e
sociale dominante senza tuttavia assimilarvisi passivameme can J'abdicazione ai propri
modem culturali."JO
[He [that is, the Jew or Michelstaedter] therefore finds himself in a conflict situation
which can be traced back to the typical condition of the emancipated Jew. assailed by
the dilemma: loyalty to his own'cultural models or adaptation to the customs of the
dominant society.
Michelstaedter would remove himself from the observance of the Jewish tradition
simultaneously integrating himself in the surrounding Catholic society, i.e., associating
himself with the dominant social and political context without, however, becoming
passively assimilated by means of renouncing his own cultural models.]
It appears, then. that in order to transcend the social and psychological tensions inherent in
being Jewish in a tolerant society, Michelstaedter sought refuge in unbridled individuality.
In a more oppressive and unrelenting society, opposition to such oppression makes for
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cohesion and adherence to Jewish traditions. When a society is more tolerant. the
individual. as was certainly the case with Michelstaedter. is forced to define his D:Il .·ole
more accurately because he is now RiW of that very society. no longer e~cluded (rom it. and
consequently feels the pressure to compete within a milieu which is. if anything merely
Q1liii-alien. Neiger attributes Michelstaedter's existential impasse to his "inserimento
sociale". which condition in turn impelled him to ..... contan: esclusivamente sulle proprie
risorse perronali"31 ..... to count exclusively on his own personal resources," In a situation
such as that which Mir.helstaedter found himself in. Gorizia at the turn of this cenlu~', he
was assailed by conflicting loyalties, social, religious. cultural and linguistic 10yaltie~.1t
would seem that one way of dispensing with his inherent and inherited connia. was his
recourse to absolutism, something that would obviate the need to be partisan in any way.
His firm belief in the self. in himself as a vehicle f.)r his absolutism would seem to have
provided him with a solution. The fact that his absolutism was impracticable provided him.
however, with a crisis which in every sense was existential. i.e.•it concerned the way in
which he lived and determined significantly the course of that life. He and his ideal of the
"uomo dena persuasione" seem to reflect the dilemma of the individual who wants to
remain such at all costs. The inability to adapt to the realities of life. morally reprehensible
as they may be, proves to be fatal as was the case \\ith Micbelstaedter. The individual. no
matter how worthy his ideals. may himself fall victim to those ideals if the ideals do nol
take cognisance of. and embrace the mynad of imponderable contradictions \\ilh which life
is fraught. Svevo's Zeno is the repository for those contradictions and sunives because be is
unable to take ideals seriously.
Michelstaedter "transcends" his personal dilemma, as it were. and universalises it. Yet the
link between the personal and the creative process is less elaborate in Michelstaedtf'r's U
persu3sione e 13 rettorica than it is in Svevo's La cosci~n7.a di Zeno. ~fiche)staedter's
creative process is characterised on the one hand. primarily by his own very personal
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dilemma with the outcome being his devastatingly fa'ank treatment of the human condition
and its paradoxes. Furthermore, it is characterised by his refusal (0 accept the moral
compromise of which human life consists. In Svevo, the moral compromise is indispensable
to that artist's work - a novel full of grey areas such as do not exist for Michelstaedter. Here
it is opportune to mention that Svevo's first nove), Una vita. written during his youth, also
portrayed the protagonist's death by suicide. Una vita is a stark and well-disguised
simplification compared to the myriad of complexities, subtleties, and contradictions that
characterise LiLcoscjenza dj Zenn. In contradistinction, Michelstaedter's conviction
pervades his work because of his very "personalised" creativity, i.e., the very close, indeed
inextricable, identification between the author and his work, in short, a total subjt'ctivity, a
conspicuous lack of "distancing" on the part of the artist from his creation. One might even
be tempted to speak of Miche)staedter's work La persuasjooe e la reuQrica, as his personal
dilemma. His letters bear this out, whereas in Svevo, the latter's letters do not provide a
running commentary on Ettore Schmitz, the man, at least not to the same extent. Svevo's
letters concern themselves more with day-to-day matters. His letters do not have the
therapeutic function, at least not to the same degree, as do Michelstaedter's. Svevo's la
coscjenza di Zeno, however, is by his own admission an elaborate therapy in artistjc form.
*In short, there is undoubtedly a greater detachment between Ettore Schmitz and Italo
Svevo, Schmitz's literary perS01la, his artistic proxy or artistic a/ler ego. We must note here
that this is in itself a convincing indication of Svevo's maturity and Michelstaedter's relative
lack thereof.
Svevo's Jewishness seems to have caused him fewer problems, or at least he seems to have
resolved the issue differently. This would ~ppear to be due in no small measure to the fact
that Trieste was and is a big city in which being Jewish was not equatable to being a
~t is 10 say. the anist h;as moulded and fashioned his "malcria". his "mallcr". into atI aUIOftOlllOUS cntity. as it -ere. readily disI*t
from its crealor and from the Jaller"s pc rsonal. subjeCln.~ immedi:Jle. and idcnlirl:Jbk: -sell'".
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conspicuous anomaly, whereas in Gorizia. a small town by comparison, being Jewish would
perforce have made Michelstaedter more aware of his religious origins. Trieste had a lively
Jewish cultural tradition and a mmeu which was often bourgeois or upper..bourgeois. And it
is into such circumstances that Svevo married, viz.• into the Veneziani family which was of
Jewish descent. Svevo foresaw the limitations of bourgeois norms and attacked them at the
very roots. He was not, however, attacking Jews specifically, but merely the norms to which
the most powerful class in society, the bourgeoisie in general, was adhering. Also in this
regard, it \ ould appear thut Svevo trunscended his personal station in society of successful
businessman, criticising the class to which he himself appertained. But he criticised in such
manner as to both expose and define a view of modern man.
Michelstaedter too, does the same. He too t;riticises man, and uses the norms of people
who, like himself, appertain to the bourgeoisie. However the fundamental difference
between Michelstaedter and Svevo in this regard is that the former's criticism seems to be
"reactionary", and inflexible in its extreme and uncompromising posture, whereas Svevo's
criticism is mellowed, not absolutist in tone or nature. The word "compromise" itself has a
special significance in Svevo, viz., the ability to compromise, indeed tendency or h.W2i1 of
continual compromise. This Zeno does incessantly. It IS essentially a form of
comportmental reaction, so to speak, which enfeebles man, rendering him a weakened
being who should not, according to the dictates of nature, be allowed to survive. Yet man
has survived and it is thus the kaleidoscopic nature of Svevo's criticism whicb, although not
in any manner so dramatic or extreme in expression as Michelstaedter's, is all the more
telling and condemnatory precisely because of its extreme subtlety.
In this regard, a cardinal observation concerning Michelstaedter has been made in this
regard by Jeuland-Meynaud:
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"N'oublions pas qu'il ~tait logicien, assez du moins pour ne pas souffrir en lui lei
incartades de .'irrationnel et de la non-coh6rence. Contrairement ASvevo, usagi et
pac:ifi6 par la vie, it ne put atre l'homme du compromis existentiel."n
(Let us not forget that he was a logician enough at least not to suffer the va$.aries of the
Irrational and of incoherence. Contrary to Svevo, calmed and pacified by bfe he never
could be a man for existential compromise.]
Michelstaedter is limited by logic, logic being an "intellectual cocoon" that could provide a
safe world in which to operate, a world which safely, though in a limited way, transcends
the contradictory nature of experience· it obviates the need for experience. Logic provides
~Iichelstaedterwith a "controlled environment", one in which life makes sense and does not
have to confront the contradictory nature of experience with all its emotive elements.
Jeuland-Meynaud's observation is all the more acute in that it also points out that
Michelstaedter, unable to cope with suffering and the lack of coherence in life, seeks refuge
in pure logic, and the theorhetical exposition ('. his vision, a realm in which he stoically
encapsulates himself thereby obliterating all compromise with life as it is apprehended,
pursued, and lived by human beings. Michelstaedter is also idealistic, and as we noted, has
an unbridled belief in the possibility of perfection, as an extension of his belief in the
absolute. And even if he does not consider perfection realiseable in or attainable by other
beings, he most assuredly does attempt to sustain and apply this belief to himself - a belief,
moreover, which he aspires to translate into reality. Simply put, these are the terms within
which Michelstaedter operates. These are also the terms, in the final analysis, within which
one should judge Michelstaedter, i.e., his own terms. because~ are the ones which can
be explained in the light of history, psychology, his cultural orientation, and his biographical
data, and they are in se indispensable keys to a fuller understanding of his texl It must also
be borne in mind that these factors of biography, history, and psychology do not minimise
what Michelstaedter is attempting to convey to his reader. On the contrary, they elucidate.
reveal, and amplify his thoughts and writing because the dichotomy between his aspirations
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and his inability ttJ fulfill those aspirations become clearer.
Jculand-Meynaud's point is important in that it emphasises what we had mentioned earlier,
viz., that Svevo as a novelist had a wider range of experience and a larger canvas at his
disposal, and was able to depict a situation which from the outset was more complex, i.e.,
the commercial city ofTrieste with its variety of ethnic and political and cultural facets.
Svevo would of course be subject to the same analysis in terms of the historical, social and
psychological influences that were exerted on him, but their outcome would seem to have
been less dramatic and less extreme. And it is here that we need to be reminded yet again
of the fundamental difference between the two writers, namely, that Svevo rejects idealism
and indeed sees perfection and the quest for it (which is obviously a form of idealism) as
not only undesirable and impracticable, but even dangerous. Paradoxically, it is by means
of this very divergence thr.t the two writers would appear to be concurring. That is to say,
what Svevo arrives at through the negation of :dealism, Michelstaedter arrives at through
extreme idealism. Svevo compromises, and sees life as a series of compromises. He
apprehends and expresses the futility of idealism and the impossibility of the attainment of
perfection, or "health" to use his metaphor. In a sense, Svevo, to a greater extent than
Michelstaedter, is more detached in that in La coscienza di Zeno, he dispassionately
describes the "malattia". Where Svevo is dispassionate in his criticism and exposition of
"malattia", Michelstaedter is passionate in his description of the "uomo della reuorica, his
metaphor for "malattia". He diagnoses Man through the protagonist Zeno, and watches th~
demise of humanity in the form of a universal suicide from which Man may one day emerge
free of all malady. And in fact, Michelsteadter too ascribes a similar salutary attribution to
death.
Both see death not as an end, but as something that is potentially regenerative, renovative
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health. Paradoxically, they are both idealists, both harbouring respective notions of
perfection, albeit those notions are intangible. Michelstaedter seems disappointed in the
fact that perfection is intangible, whereas Svevo seems to have resigned himself to the fact,
and is even comforted by the inevitability of death. They both perceive life and Man as
being the objects and subjects of ceaseless illusions and delusions, and it is precisely against
this that both authors, each in his own way, rebel. The fundamental difference between the
two writers is not so much the conclusions (relatively the same) at which they arrive
respectively, as it is their method and their approach. This may at first appear over·
simplified, yet it is necessary to place it here as a point of departure which can be put to the
test when analysing their respective texts.
At this juncture, we must continue our study whilst recalling concepts which we have
mentioned in Chapter One: perfection, authenticity and liberty, the possibility or
impossibility of attaining these, and indeed, the desirability or undesirability of their
attainment. These concepts in both writers' works are metaphorically expressed by the
frequent debate concerning "salute/malattia", as we have it in Svevo's La coscienza dj Zeno
and "vita/morte" as we find it in Michelstaedter. The illusory nature of knowledge is
explored by Svevo who uses psycho-analysis as his exemplum. He considers madem
psycho-analysis as an object of artistic and intellectual enquiry, and he deliberately mis-uses
and parodies it as a means of contemporary "enlightenment". In Svevo's view, psycho-
analysis is ostensibly a method used to "cure" the maladies of the mind, and it is therefore a
technique used in maintaining an illusion, viz., the false security that health, mental or
physical, exists, is meaningful, and is worth strhing for. This is one of the central themes in
Svevo's La coscienza di ZeDQ.
Michelstaedter, on the other hand, openly debates and casts doubt upon L,e very concept
of knowledge. Indeed, he poses the question whether gnosis exists or gm exist. His debate
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centres around the query as to whether knowledge in se may have intrinsic worth, or
whether in fact it may merely be a further manifestation of self..deception and false
security. In fact, Michelstaedter goes a step further. He asserts implicitly that this self..
deception, this false security putatively endows life with a meaning which, in
Michelstaedter's view, life does not intrinsically have.
Ada Neiger sheds light by providing us with an explanation of this virtual obsession with
"security". She says:
"Se non riesce a vincere la propria mancanza di sicurezza. I'ebreo emancipato
[com'erano gli Ebrei in Italia piu che altrove] pub tuttavia mascherarla con l'auiVJsmo
esasperato, l'atteg~iamentoprogressista, la disposizione a sconvolgere, ave fosse
necessario, Ie istituzloni tradizionali.'l [Brackets mine.pI
[If he does not succeed in conquering his own lack of security, the emancipated Jew las
would be the case in Italy more than elsewhere] can nonetheless mask it With
exasperated activity, a progressive attitude and a disposition to undermine the
traditional institutions wherever it may be necessary.]
The dialectic inherent in both Svevo and Michelstaedters' works, revolves, as we have
noted, around the concepts of perfection. authenticity, and liberty.These concepts in tum
can be viewed as the keys to liberty, or at least can be viewed as notions which Svevo and
Michelstaedter employ to undermine their own need for psychological security, a need felt
all the more so due to their relatively precarious situation in society as Jews. They both
strive for something that renders innocuous the strictures, real or imaginary, imposed on
them by the society and the historical moment in which they find themselves. These
concepts are common to both writers, either directly or by clear implication. Each of these
concepts, in turn, can be further refined into elements which can be related to the two
writers' respective texts. In short, the concepts that arc dealt with are merely expressed in
each writer's individual terms. For example, perfection and the debate it generates, find
expression in Svevo in his study and interpretation of Darwin's ideas of evolution and can
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be viewed as a Svcvian rcaction against the Nietzschean ideal whereas Michelstaedtcr's
concept of perfection echoes the Nietzschean ideal.*
In order to clarify the points of convergencc and the points of divergence in Michelstaedter
and Svevo the notions of perfection, authenticity and liberty can be distinguished in their
respective modes of thought as follows: In Svevo the concept of perfection is present by
the constant rejection of the ideal of perfection in that Zeno is the embodiment of
imperfection. He strives for perfection or "salute" (health) but never attains it. Those in the
novel who aspire to perfection within the bourgeois norms of society do not survive. Guido
Speier embodies the ideal of perfection and health as does Dr S, in that they believe that
hcalth is indeed attainable, but what they are in fact doing is perpetuating a dangerous
ideal; they do not recognise the malady that is the foundation of their bourgeois norms,
norms that led the bourgeoisie into the disaster of the First World War. Zeno's ohsession
with health is the proof of the malady. If one is healthy one does not seek health because
one. already has it. But, if one recognises that one is diseased, one seeks health and that is
precisely what Zeno does, only he resigns himself to the fact that he is fundamentally
diseased and in doing so realises that his malady is the malady of socle1}' at large. He is a
microcosm of modern man. Zeno is himself a study of disease and therefore of
imperfection.
In MicheIstadter the concept of perfection is treCited differently, yet like Svevo the word
perfection is never mentioned, but implied and denoted by words such as "assoluto" and
*It...be bone in ... thac ill lhe lim IhftC 01' rour dcaodcs 0I111is ceAlul)'.ltaIia. IiICral)' cullilte ..bee. pcJM:rfuUy ielllIC8CICII by
Gabriele D'AMHZio', worts wIIidI eMbodied Much or Ute N"lCtzsdIcaa view or life. D'AnalHlZio. MtdilU1ly ialluelKCd by lIflC1:Z:ldlc., btIl
~ dircctJy willi ..... ad MJlhic -.<)firs and lJlcDlCS, cviIlcal ila "" _1Kb lite bcJicC I.... llle iIMIividtIaI CM Mel sItouId craie ..
dcslilty; 1IIc dcsmIclioa 01 COfM:llli<lul; 1nditional modc5 oIlltouJht; and • IDOOli1y iIt which111e iltdividuaJ _ 1hc aalOl' or.. 0IIII
MOnIity.....,...••• it -leo wIIo, ifhc did !lOt n:rulc it clllin:ly. cared lillie ror COfM:ltlioullllCnliCy.
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"persuaso". His "uomo della persuasione" embodies his concept of perfection and his "uomo
della rettorica" embodies his concept of imperfection or modern man's diseilse, the same
disease that Svevo perceives and for which Zeno is a symbol. Micbelstaedter beJieves in the
ideal of perfection, Svevo does not. Michelstaedter seems to believe that perfection is, in
fact, attainable whereas Svevo does not.
Michelstaedter like Svevo recognises that man is fundamentally diseased. Michelstaedter
reje~ts modern man because of his imperfection, whereas Svevo resigns himself to the
inevitability of modern man·s disease and hence his imperfection.
Authenticity in Svevo is present in the characterisation of Zeno who is "authentically"
human, actually and veritably sodden with contradictions and illusions about himself. He is
of course, unspeakably mediocre and average as well. Svevo's Zeno accepts the world as it
is and the creation of Zeno on the part of Svevo is an attempt at an authentic re-creation of
a real life situation as enacted in Zeno's life and mind. Zeno is not a hero, a ract which he
accepts and he becomes the quintessential anti-hero. Zeno has no will to speak of, and
when he does make attempts to exercise it to his own advantage it "backfires" on him and
he finds himself reacting to circumstances imposed upon him from outside or by
circumstances that he has created by default. not by intention nor by the clear and
consequent exercise of his will. (The absurd situation with Ada vs Augusta comes to mind
as well as Zeno's feeble attempts at playing the violin, the death of his father, his obsession
with time and his half-hearted attempts at giving up smoking). The authenticity in Svevo
relies upon a credible re-creation of life and portrayal of the character of Zeno.
In Michelstaedter the authenticity which he alludes to has its origin in the striving for
perfection. in the exercise of the will. (This idea is very much akin to the Nietzsehcan
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concept of thc "Wille zur Macht" or, the power over oneself to becomc one's own god, the
projection of the self to a higher state of being). In order for a nigh perfect state of being to
occur, Michelstaedter expresses the need for the "autenticitl dell'essere", the authenticity
of being in which the "uomo della persuasione" has to dispense, through the exercise of will
power, with notions which invests life with meaning in societal terms, namely, time, love,
rcligion, knowledge, to mention but a few. Michelstaedter seems to be advocating a moral
and spiritual purity which would be synonymous with perfection and which in turn would
lead to liberty. The stoic honesty of Michelstaedter's "uomo della persuasione" has an aim,
namely "l'assoluto" which in other words can be expressed as man simply being divested of
all that which is iIlusOly, of aU that which imbues life with a meaning which MicheJstaedter
maintains it does not intrinsically have. Authenticity of being then in his view, leads to a
state of perfection. This is a significant and fundamental difference between Svevo and
Michelstaedter, which in fact contributes to a greater understanding of their r~-pective
texts: Svevo relies on an authentic re-creation in artistic form, of lifc, whereas
Michelstaedter imposes an ideal of authenticity in the form of the "uomo della
persuasione".
In Svevo, the myriad of contradictions and attempts at a meaningful existence or "healthy"
existence to which Zeno continually falls victim equally render notions such as time, love
and knowledge absolutely meaningless. The vagaries of Zeno's love lifet for example, show
bow elusive and transient the idea of love can be. Michelstaedter's "uomo della rettoricalO
serves as an illustration of the inner contradictions in modem man's behaviour as does
Svevo's Zeno and both serve to point out and undermine the premises of. and claims to,
legitimacy upon which modem man bases his existence.
Knowledge or gnosis, arc illusory for both Svevo and Michelstaedter in that knowledge
would claim to be a means of objectifying reality and creating a certainty which does not
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exist and hence perpetuates inauthenticity and iIlusion.One can view psychology in its
Freudian guise as an attempt at providing a body of knowledge that could ostensibly cure
neuro!';is, in which instance Zeno's case history would seem to divest the therapy of any
credibility and hence cast doubt upon the very concept ofgnosis.
Michelstaedter sees knowledge or gnosis as one of the tools of the "uomo della rettorica",
as a means of making modern man feel secure in his i1Jusory world and in fact says that
man puts himself in a cognitive situation and creates knowledge.
"Hanno bisogno del 'sapere' e iI sapere ecostituito. II 'sapere' ~ J)Cr 56 stesso sco~
della vista, ci sono Ie parti del sapere, e la via al sapcre, uomini che 10 cercano, uomlOi
che 10 danno, si compra, si vende, con tanto, in tanto tempo, can tanta fatica. Coslfiorisce la rtttorica Qccanto alia vita. Gli uomini si mettono in posizione conosciliva e
fanno ilsapere." [Stresses Michelstaedter's.]34
[They need 'knowledge' and knowledge is constructed. 'Knowledge' is an end in itself in
relatIOn to life, there are parts of knowledge, and one bu)'s the road to knowledge, men
that seek it, men that give it, it is sold with a lot, in much time, with a lot of effort. In this
way rhetoric flourishes in life. Men put themselves in a position ofpower derived from
Icnow/••]
Hence it can be said that both Svevo and Michelstaedter have rendered meaningless
certain notions, certain "securities" such as time,love and knowledge which are seen
conventionally as absolute and as endowing life with meaning. Michelstaedter does so
using a theorhetical, idealistic approach and Svevo does so using an experiential
approach: In other words, Michelstaedter says that normative absolutes do not exist and
illustrates this idea by means of the exposition of a view of life, whereas Svevo points out
that normative absolutes do not exist by means of the illustration of the way Zeno leads
his life. or to put it more succinctly, has his life led for him.
As explained above, liberty in Michelstaedter is arrived at by the acquisition of
perfection and authenticity. However, Michelstaedter's view of liberty seems to be the
liberation from all earthly strictures, indeed he would seem to advocate a higher state of
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consciousness which renews man and enables him to sec the Truth. His "uoma della
rettorica" is merely an exercise in exposing the mendacity inherent in conventional
modes of living. His La persuasjQne e la reuQrjca is a CQnstant progression towards
liberty. towards the freedom frQm enslavement tQ, and dependence on, liCe. He implies
that if liberty means death, so be it. In Svevo liberty is obtained by the acceptance of
disease. ZenQ frees himself from the need tQ be healthy and frQm enslavement to an
ideal. Michelstaedter attains a freedom, an inner liberty by means of the rejection of life,
or at least freedom from a normative understanding of life, whereas Svevo attains a
freedom through an acceptance of life. Michelstaedter rejects life because of its
imperfections, whereas Svevo's Zeno accepts life despite its inherent imperCections.
Here again, the comparison serves to illustrate fundamental themes common to both
writers, themes which may otherwise have remained dormant. Their questioning, the
issues they raise, are similar if not the same, and the resolution is the same or strikingly
similar, but the road they traverse is significantly different.
Both Michelstaedter and Svevo use words in full awareness of the paradoxical use they
put them to. Michelstaedter uses the words "vita" and "morteM (life and death) in a
specific way. For Michelstaedter life as lived by the "uomo della rettorica" is spiritual
death, tife lived merely as a postponement of death. Whereas life for Michelstaedter is
worthy of the term only for as long as his ideal of the "Yomo della persuasione" can be
sustained. The full intensity of life makes itself felt when death is a chosen course of
action, an exercise Qf free will, not when death is feared~ timidly.
Svevo's usc of "salute" and "malattia", "health" and "disease", are likewise used in a
paradoxical vein. Zeno strives for health by attempting to conform to societal norms of
what health is supposed to be. Not only is his striving for health a symptom of his
discase~ society's nonns are themselves diseased. The conventional notion of health is
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thereby undermined in the same way that Michelstaedter undermines the conventional
undenaandina or the word Hlirelf• Svevo and Michelstaedter would seem to concur that
true li(eJ or a lire worthy or being lived (degna di essere vissula) ean only be obtained by
means of the destruction of that which is diseased or imperfect. Whereas Svevo Jives the
imperfection of life through his character ZenoJ he does not provide a "uomo della
persuasioneN• which is Michelstaedter's antidote to the "uomo della reuorica"; Svevo
provides no heroic ideal; he only provides the mediocrity of his character Zeoo. In a
biographical veinJ the question which then arises is whether Michelstaedtcr's self..
destruetionJ in consequence of his ideal, is not the recognition of his own dise~;e, the
recognition that he cannot live up to his own ideals and that he cannot contemplate
compromise with a diseased world as Svevo's Zeno is able to do.
The fundamental difference between Zeno and Michelstaedter's "uomo deUa reuorica"
is that Zeno is aware of disease and the "uorno della rettorica" is not. The "uomo della
rettorica" thinks he is perfect by his own definition and in this way the "uomo della
reuorica" is akin to Guido Speier who thinks of himself as the embodiment of health
whereas in fact he is the apogee of disease. Svevo's Zeno is more advanced than the
"uomo della rettorica" in that he consciously accepts disease although he deludes himself
periodically that health is in fact possible. Zeno is comparable furthermore, to the
"Domo deUa reUorica" in that he is devoid of an ideal or would modify his will in such a
way so as to survive while attempting to justify his deeds under a veneer of moral
rectitude.
The question which each writer poses to the reader by implication is whether health and
life, in Svevo's and Michelstaedter's understanding of those terms, arc indeed attainable
and hence whether perfection, authenticity and liberty are indeed attainable. This aspect
wi)) be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
PJ'here must be no more mystery. The men must desc:end into this dirk well .nd tIleR
come up .gain sayine they have found nothinlo··
In the previous chapter reference was made to "perfection" / "pcrfezione", "authentid~y:t!
"autenticitA", and "liberty" I "libertA" as being the essential elementl': !'1 c01r:par,i,o
Michelstaedter and Svevo. The aim of this chapter is to explore the impaacations and
manifestations of these three concepts in the works of the two writers.
We have indicated that Michelstaedter strives for a self-defined perfection, whilst Svevo
rejects the very concept as being unattainable. For Michelstaedter, perfection is found in
the ability of the human being to divest himself of a series ofdependencies, or mechanisms,
be they physical or intellectual, which endow life with meaning and which buttress an
unquestioning attitude towards life. His conviction is that perfection in these terms leads
to an authenticity which culminates in ultimate liberty.
"I bisogni, Ie necessita della vita, non sono per lui necessitA, poiche non e necessario che
sia continuata la vita che, bisognosa ai tutto, si rivera non esser vita." [Stress
Michelstaedter's.]2
(The needs, the necessities of life are not necessities for him since it is not necessary [for
him] that life be continued inasmuch as life, being needy of everything, reveals itself to
be anything but life.]
Svevo, on the other hand, manifests a great degree of maturity and perspective and, unlikc
MichclstaedtcT, is non-prescriptive. Svevo observes:
"Nella mia maneanza di uno sviluppo mareato in qualsiasivoglia sensa, io sana
quell'uomo .•• [l'u!}mo ehe latta per supremazia] c sto aspettando sapendo di non esser
altro che un abbozzo. II presente pub avere it futuro in germe non in azione."3
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lLacking any marked development in whatever sense. I am that man ••• [who struggles
for supremacy] and I am waiting. knowing that I am nothing other than a sketch. -ne
present can have within it the seeds of the (uture but cannot be the future in action.)
The last sentence of this passage is particularly significant to our discussion. because it is in
clear contradistinction to Michelstaedter's particular conception of "lifc" and "non-lifc", and
thus provides us with a noteworthy indication of the relative maturity of the two writers.
Svevo humbly acknowledges the fact that the present carries merely the secds of the future
- for the present cannot~ the future as well.*
For Michelstaedter, the ideal is for the individual to transcend the limitations imposed by
space and time. What is even more significant is the fact that both writers seem to be
addressing the same question, namely the attainability or non-attainability of perfection, or,
to be more specific, the practical possibility or impossibility of realising one's ideals during
one's lifetime. Michelstaedter, by stretching, almost ignoring, the objectively manifest
limits of possibility, wants this life to be more than it can be. It becomes clear then that
"possibility" exceeds objective assessments and is determined more by his will, than by a
process of reasoning and deduction. That is will, served by a rigid logic. It can be
reasonably assumed therefore, that Michelstaedter thinks in "absolutist" terms, absolutist in
that the win of the individual does not compromise itself with that which falls outside that
will. Svevo recognises the imperfection, or better, the imperfectibility of life, in fact both
writers do, but only Svevo comes to terms with it, whereas Michelstaedter does not~ to
be able to do so. To reiterate, both writers do indeed acknowledge the imperfection of life,
and it is a question which utterly absorbs them both, but each assesses the phenomenon, as
it were, and arrives at a separate and independent conclusion.
*Sce So-evo's esuy enlilSed "La Comaione DeIl'Anima-, in 0rJer,a Omnia, Dall'O~io.Milano. 1%6. p. 6U.
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As we have noted in Chapter Two, the concept of perfection was seen in relation to the way
Svevo and Michelstaedter each in their own manner viewed the concept of perfection. In
Michelstaedter, it is indeed an ideal, whereas in Svevo it would seem to remain a concept.
Svevo, in his discourse on Darwinism, reveals how the English scientist influenced his
thinking. Svevo asserts that man has evolved into a "perfect" being of sorts, but that that
perfection is illusory and fraudulent. Man, according to Svevo, may have become a
creature perfectly adapted to his physical and social environment, but he in no way implies
that the perfection acquired in terms his environment is accompanied by a perfection in
terms of his philosophical/ethical stance in life. In the following passage, Svevo expresses
ideas which seem to refute or oppose the prevailing D'Annunzian / Nietzschean ideals, and
he argues that concepts and ideas are merely extensions of Man's ability to ma~ufacture
"tools" or instruments with which to dominate his environment:
"La bestia nuova era nata e Ie sue membra invece che perfezionarsi quali ordigni
divennero capaci di maneggiare quelli che essa creb. Anzi una volta che gli ordip!
erano nati Ie sue membra non poterono piu mutarsi e come gIi altri animah si
riprodussero sempre uguali a se stessi per la cessazione in loro di ogni conato avendo
perduta l'anima, se )'uomo benche sempre torvo e malcontento si riprodusse uguale per
poter maneggiare gli ordigni che s'erano cristallizzati. E cosf nacquero i grandi Jl.C?POh.•.
Alcum di questi ordigni erano idee ••. E non doveva mai venire l'eF in CUI iI tempo
si fermi e i suoi ordigni opera della sua anima non piu si sviluppino?
~e new creature was born and its limbs, rather than perfecting themselves, became
lDstruments capable of handling that which the limbs created. In fact, once the
instruments were born, his limbs could no longer mutate and since other animals always
reproduced themselves in an image of themselves, they lost their souls because of the
cessation in them of every effort. However, Man, although forever surly and
discontented, always reproduced himself so as to manage the instruments that had
become crystallised. And thus the great peoples were born ... Some of these
instruments were ideas ... And was there never an era in which time stopped and his
instruments, the product of his soul, therefore not able to develop further?]
This is an essential passage in understanding Svevo and his creation, Zeno. His tone in this
passage is detached, and it contains also a sense of foreboding because he implies that Man
will cease to develop and that there must be an end to the world. (His famous last chapter
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in La cosc:ienza dj Zcno obviously comes to mind in which a man. more diseased th:m the
rest of humanity. manages to get to the centre of the earth, where he places n device which
will blow up the world. And the world will wander like a nebu!::ius mass through the
universe). However. beyond that, he is saying that man, h~·... ing developed as far as he can,
has not only become a victim of his own creado", out that his very creation has taken on a
life of its own and cannot be controlled, In the midst of all this, the individual has ceased
to have any importance. Svevo considers the environment and other factors as being
./
determinate in respect firman. Man for Svevo is the product of evolution. Let us compare
this to what Svt'~;o'scontemporary, D'Annunzio says in La verKine deJle rocce:
"11 mondo ~ la rappresentazione della sensibilita e del pensiero di pochi uomini
superiori i quali 10 hanno creato quindi ampliato e ornato del corso del tempo.ltS
[The world is the representation of the sensitivity and thought of a few superior men
who created it [the world] and therefore have embellished it in the course of time.]
Here D'Annunzio takes the individual as his point of departure. As we have indicated
earlier in Chapter II, Svevo's thinking to a significant and identifiable extent is in reaction
to Nietzsche. In fact, it can and has been asserted that Svevean thought is the very
antithesis of Nietzschean thought.6 It suffices to compare the following passage in
Nietzsche to Svevo's Zeno to grasp the diametric opposition of two modes of thought. (Yet
we note that this passage provides a definition of man which is almost identical to
Michelstaedter's "l'uomo della persuasione"):
"Wenn die Macht gnadig wird und herabkommt ins Sichtbare: Schonheit heisse ich
solches Herabkommen. Und von niemandem wiJI ich so als von dir gerade Schonheit, du
Gewaltiger: deine Gilte sci deine letzte Selbst-Uberwiltigung.1I'7
["When power grows gracious and descends into the visible, I call such descending
beauty. And I desire beauty from no one as much as I desire it from YOU, you man of
power. May your goodness be your ultimate self-overpowering.jS '"
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Emilio Cecchi makes the observation that Michelstaedterts thinking bears a remarkable
resemblance to that of Nietzsche:
"Sembra quasi impossibile che, nonostante morisse giovannissimo, Michelstaedter con la
sua robusta cultura germanica non avesse letto nulla di Nietzsche, al quale fra l,altro
l'avvicinava l'amore dena filosofia e della morale pre-socratica. II fatto ~ che quanta
conosco non 10 cita maio Mentre invece 6 probahile che ignorasse del tutto Kierkegaard.
Ma i due scrittori gli sono fraterni •••109
[It seems almost impossible, despite the fact that he died very young, that with his robust
Germanic culture he had never read anything of Nietzsche. whom amo..!!gst other things,
he approximates in the love for ,Philosophy and pre-Socratic morality. The faM is that as
far as I know he never cites him. Whereas it is probable that he completely ignored
Kierkegaard. But the two writers resemble him very closely •..]
The views of Michelstaedter and Svevo concerning human perfection, obviously bear
implications and consequences directly involving the nature and manifestations or
expressions of human existence. Someone who views life as a striving for perfection, is
bound to live that life in a way unlike that of someone who does not consciously strive for
perfection or indeed rejects the very concept of perfection. The way life is to be lived is a
necessary corollary of one's view of human existence, and will perforce differ from
another's view of such, despite social, historical and cultural differences. In Svevo's Zeno,
we see a man very much the product of his times and his socia-economic class and who, in
brief, is thereby a product of social evolution and historical forces, both of which are
beyond his cognitive capacities to grasp even minimally.
Zeno is a "product", not a "creator", of civilisation. He is, like Michelstaedter, modem man.
But Zeno is the "schlemiel", the "nebbish", the "inetto", the "nerd" and he survives precisely
~guse of that peculiar human capability or faciliy to adapt. And thus ipso facto, (and with
an irony beyond his own comprehension), he becomes "perfect", In Zeno's case, in
contradistinction to that of Michelstaedter, will, desire, intent and conscious deliberation in
regard to perfection, are all either non-extant, or at most, of insignificant consequcm:e.
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Zeoo's mediocrity and his adaptability are the instruments which equip him for survival. In
ZeRO those instruments are not physical. rather they are derivatives of his mind.
psychologically "sick" or not. as the case may be. With Michelstacdter, conversely. it is the
quality of tbat survival which he. Michelstaedter. would seek to enhance by showing his
disenchantment with what Modern Man has become. But it is essentially the description of
that disenchantment which is also Svcvo's intent by virtue of the his creation. formation,
and "manipulation" of his character Zeno. In sum. through Zeno, Svevo is illustrating his
own disillusionment in respect of what modern man has become. We can reasonably
assert. however. that Michelstaedter and his work represent a viscerally felt reaction to a
malaise endemic to Western Man and his civilisation. And in that sense, Michelstaedter
represents a new Weltamclzauung and is hence equally valid, to use a frequently mis-used
term, as Svevo's Zeno.
The (IUestion thus arises. which of the two authors, Svevo or Michelstaedter, is closer to a
tangible reality? Which offers us a vision closer to the "truth"? Is it the autbor who
describes things as they are, as does Svevo, or the author, Michelstaedter, who sees the
world as he thinks it should be? Is it not merely a debate between the realist and the
idealist, between the old and the young, between experience and innocence?
Indeed, Michelstaedter's concept of perfection has different existential implications. In
reference to "l'uomo della persuasione", he says, for example:
"•.. [N]on e'c pane per lui, non e'c acqua, non e'c letto, non e'c famiglia, non f!c pattia,
non e'c dio - egli ~ solo nel dcserto, e deve crear tutto da g ..."10
[For him there is no bread, there is no water, there is no bed, there is no family, there is
no fatherlan~there is no god - he is alone in the dcsen, and has to create everything for
himself ...J
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Michelstaedter is herc stripping life to its irreduciblc nakedness, divcsting it of all its
"illusions", its network of dependencies which constitute life and this brinp him into
conOict with the Marxist ideals and idealogy as wen, inasmuch as he places the emplwis on
the individual, unrealistic as that may seem to contemporary eyes, and not on a mass
movement or mass-consciousness which arrogates unto itself the task of creating a new
social order, Michelstaedter's view is highly c!litist and individualistic, a fact which may
betray is essentially bourgeois origins for it focuses on the undaunted individual who is
endowed with, or has acquired, the ability to transcend normative strictures on life and thc
way life is generally deemed to be worthy and "meaningful". In addition, this passage,
inasmuch as it is radical in the original sense of the word, namely in that it touches the
"roots" of our being, can be said to reveal his Jewish origins because atavistically and since
biblical times, self-preservation has automatically been taken as a matter of coherence of
the group. Further expanding on this point this passage can be seen as an attempt to reduce
the image of Western Man to the essential, before the intervention of Christianity which
discriminated against and oppressed Jews. This passage does not imply the latter, it can,
however, be seen as indicative in its radicalness of a psychosis of oppression, imbibed
through the centuries.
Not only does the preceding passage from Michelstaedter embody his ideal ofperfection, it
also outlines, and contains in genne implications pertaining to existence which embody his
view of perfection. The first thing on..: notes is the emphasis on the solitary individual here.
As we have indicated Michelstaedter's is a philosophy, a view of life which he prescribes
for the individual, and is thus by implication elitist. Hence, one sees the affinity between
himself and D'Annunzio and Nietzsche. His thinking is also elitist in that the individual is
presumed to triumph single-handedly over social, conventional and psychological reality.
Cecchi summarises Michelstaedter's thinking thus:
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"••• (L)a polemica morale del Michelstaedter ~ sostanzialmentc diretta contro ch'cRli
chiarna la volontA di 'continuarc', contro al meschino amore della vita, e contro aBa
catcna delle dipendenze che sono condizionate dal bisogno. Ncl suo sistcma la
'rettorica' ~ 10 strumento di queste moltepJiche scrvitu. Ed ~ naturalc che la 'rettorica'
sia per lui immedesimata e inseparabile dalJo sp'irito della societA borghesc non meno
da quello che anima Ie rivendicazioni proletarie. Jl
[Michelstaedter's moral polemic is directed essentially- against that which he calls the
will to "continue", against the servile love of life. an(l against chain of dependencies
which are determinetl by need. According to his system. 'rettorica' is the instrument of
these multiple servitudes. And it is natural for him that 'rettorica' is identified with, and
inseparable from the sririt of bourgeoise society no less than from that which inspires
proletarian vengeance.
The point that Michelstaedter makes is essentially pertains to the way in which life is to be
lived, namcly life as experienced in the present by the individual. buttressed by an
unattainable ideal. It becomes an idealised vision for what the present should be. Man has
to create everything for himself, his god, his country, everything, in short, in which hc places
faith or belief. Here we see how akin to Nietzsche Michelstaedter is. The "uomo della
persuasione" / "perfezione" are Michelsta."dter's ideal amalgam of human existence. In
fact, this aspect of his thought has inspired many an article. among the most essential being
that of Moretti Costanzi.12 who called Michelstaedter "un esistenzialista ante litteram".
What is most important to note is the contrast between Svevo's less absolutist view of lire
as opposed to Michelstaedter's individualised and elitist view. That is to say, Svevo's view
is centred on his disbelief in perfection and the way this notion is made manifest in his
character Zeno, whose life of apparent disease and neurosis is in fact his strength, the
"health" that allows him to survive. The conventional notion of "malattia" in Svevo has
become real "salute" - disease having become the best man could strive for. In
Michelstaedter the conventional notion of life has become real death and real death in turn
becomes the key to real life. His views pertaining to existence evince an exhortative tone.
Man must be more than he is and this is precisely the point which Svevo refutes.
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Man, in Svevo's view, cannot be more than he is. The present is only the future in germe,
the present bearing within it the seeds for the future. In short. the ideals we may strive for
cannot be realised in the present, they remain an elusive and often dangerous goal and
reflect Man's inability to, and fear of, living the present. Zeno is constantly delaying his
"ultima sigaretta", his "last cigarette" precisely because he cannot do without it in the
present. Zeno's ideal love. Ada, remains an ideal, but he accepts Augusta in the present,
resignedly - she is not an ideal· because he married her virtually by accident and he is
unfaithful to her, despite numerous attempts not to be.
These incidents in Zeno's life serve as a metaphor for Man's inability to deal with the
demands of the present. ZeRO is a prisoner of time, hence the frequent references to the
time of day and to dates. Zeno needs to be aware of time, precisely to affirm to himself that
time really does not matter so as to justify his procrastination. He postpones whatever he
has set out to do until such time as things happen to him. Svevo treats time with his
customary irony, or rather treats the significance we attach to it, with irony. In this way too,
Svevo is pillorying the very notion of striving to do something, of striving for an ideal, i.e.,
for something to happen in the future.
For Miche)staedter, on the other hand, the present hns to be the future as well He wants
the present to encompass an ideal and an ideal is by definition and by derivation a future
projection. A vision, an ideal, arises precisely because it does not exist in the present,
otherwise there would be no perceived need for it. Yet, Michelstaedter persists in his view
that the future can be contained in the present as well and in this he differs significantly
form Svevo. What is our concern, however, is that they both have a specific view of time
and give expression to it eventhough they attach differing values to it. So when
Michelstaedter says :
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IIln oani J!unto ncll'attualita della sua affermazione c'e la vicinanza delle cose pi"
lontane.II IStrcss Micbelstacdter's.]13
[At every juncture of the prescnt of his affirmation there is the proximity of thai which is
ilistant.]
He prescribes a view that should enable the individual to transcend the limitations of time
and space, a view in which the individual sees himself as being truly "universal" in that he is
of the universe. It is at this point that Michelstaedter relinquishes all conventional and
nonnative notions of time and life and seems to subscribe to a metaphysical view which he
feels should be present, consciously, in our daily existence. He dispenses with the notion of
present, past and future. anll renders them meaningless in the conventional sense. Svevo's
Zeno also renders the concept of time meaningless, albeit in a different way. The fact
remains that they both divest time of any conventional, normative meaning. Where Svcyo
ridicules the significance we attach to time, Michelstaedter embodies the notion of time
into his ideal of the "uomo dena persuasione" inasmuch as the "uomo della persuasione"
must free himself from conventional and normative notions and strictures of time. In the
following passage Michelstaedter sees the future as merely being a notion that separates
the present from death:
"Oli uomini vivono per non morire."14
[Men live so as not to die.]
He ascribes a positive attribute to being able to transcend the limitations of time, namely:
"A chi ha la sua vita nel prescnte, la morte nulla toglie."lS
[life takes nothing away from him who has his life in the presenL]
Ufe (and by implication, time) as lived by most men is, according to Michelstaedter, a
pernicious illusion, to which he offers an alternative:
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"Egli deve resis,er senza posa alia corrente della propria ilIusione; s'egli cede in un
punto e si concede a cit) che a lui si concf·de. nuovamente si dissolve la sua vita, cd ei
vive la propria mortc _•.."16
[He must resist ceaselessly thc course of his own illusion; if he concedes at one juncture
and concedes to that which concedes 1\ him. his life dissolves once more and he lives his
own death - .•.]
Life. in an enfeebled form or state as far as Michelstaedter is concerned, is tantamount to
death. For Svevo. life is an cnfeebled state and as such thus renects its essential nature and
ultimate possibilities. In othe[ words, for Svcvo, life is an enfeebled state and an enfeebled
Slate is life.
It is at this juncture that one notes the connection between Darwinism and the notion of
perfection as Svevo treats it. In this regard Svevo says:
"Se tutte Ie cose fossero perCette. sarebhero identiche. Buona ragione per non essere
perfetti!"17
[If everything were perfect, everything would be identical. A good reason for not being
perfect!]
Michclstaedter recognises and takes cognisance of imperfection using the "uomo della
rettorica" by way of illustration and interestingly he uses terms that would be familiar to
Svevo. He says:
"Cosi nella vita it debole s·adatta."18
[Thus in life the weak man adapts.]
Michelstaedter recognises imperfection and rejects it, S\'evo accepts imperfection as an
unavoidable sine qua 11011, and builds his novel, L'l coscienza di Zeno, on this premise. The
question which again one must bear in mind, is: \Vhich of the two writers is more "realistic·
and which of the two is more "idealistic"?
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Michelstacdtcr echoes with unexpected similarity, Svevo's interpretation of DalWin, when
he observes:
"Ogni sostituzione delle macchine al lavoro manuale istupisce per quel tanto Ie mani
dell'uomo: ~iche dal pensiero rivolto a determinate necessitA erano state educate a
saper fare; e dal congegno, in cui quel pensiero s'c cristalliuato una volta per sempre,
rese inutili, pcrdono ora I'intelligenza di queUe necessitA."19
(Every substitution of manual labour by machines atrophies in the same measure the
hands of man: Since thought has been directed to particular necessities the hands of
man have been trained to ~now how to work; and from the device in which that thought
has been c~taUisedonce and for all, rendered useless, the hands lose the intelligence of
those necessities.)
Yet he does something else with this interpretation. He uses it to buttress and justify his
rejection of Modern Man, because it presents him with a reality that he cannot accept. The
interpretation therefore becomes part of his argument in favour of the necessity of a "uomo
della persuasione". Svevo, using the same Darwinian material, realises and accepts the
immutability of human nature. Michelstaedter wants to change human nature. This
comparison serves to illumine both writers' respective attitudes to existence persee
In Chapter Two mention was made of the words "salute/malattia" and "'vita/morteM. These
concepts are also relevant to this phase of our discussion. There is obviously a connection
between the idea of health and evolution. Strength is often synonymous with health and
survival, and is, after all, the privilege of the fittest. Miche]staedter, echoing Svevo, says:
"L'iniziativa esempre del pili forte.tt20
[The initiative is always of the fittest.J
Furthermore Michelstaedter's most important work prior to the publication of La
persuasione e la rettorica, was his 11 dialQlm della salute, "the dialogue of health". Here we
have the coincidence that Michelstaedter and Svevo's principal and mutual preoccupations,
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viz., the quality of life. were so enmeshed. and indeed at times consonant. In fact. when
Micl:elstaedter employs terms such as Hprincipia della debolezza" - "principle ofweakne~"-
and (.f being Hin balfa degli eventiH21 - Hat the mercy of events" - these terms could well be
inherent parts of Zeno's world. Like Zeno, Michelstaedter's "I'uomo della reuorica" is
described in the following terms:
"... [O]gnuno prende come nuova scusa alia vita meschina, amore e tormento della sua
piccola volontA.
S'adattano aile nuove forme, persino al ririuto d'a1cune forme di vita. pur di vivere e di
sperare •.."22
[Each one takes the love and torment of their enfeebled wilts u a new excuse for a
wretched life.
They adapt themselves to new forms even to the point of refuting some forms of life so
long as [they are able] to live and to hope ...] [Brackets mine.]
Here he could have been describing Zeno himself, and virtually in Svcvo's own words.
Zeno~ adapt himself in order to survive, albeit in a way totally devoid of heroism.
Svevo, in pillorying Zeno, pillories modern man. Man docs adapt himself to new forms
almost to the point of rejecting some forms of life, just for the sake of living and for the
sake of hoping. Zeno projects everything to some vague, future time, when he will attain
success. He deals, in short, more successfuJ1y with the future than he does with the present.
The present requires "azione", the future can be dealt with on a theoretical basis. with the
figments of one's immagination and does not require "azione". Zeno is very much this sort
of person, the kind which Michelstaedter rejects implicitly. Svevo says in La coscienza di
zma:
"10 appartenevo a1I'ambiente di salute e di onesta in cui regnava Augusta a cui tomavo
subito col corpo e I'anima non appena Carla mi lasciava Iibero."23
[I belonged to the realm of health and honesty where Augusta reigned and to whom I
returned immediately, body and soul, as soon as Carla left me free.]
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We see here in clear and unmistakeahle relief, Zeno's lack of moral courage his il15tability,
and his hypocrisy. He associates Augusta with honesty and health, knowing full well that
his adulterous reln'ionship with Carla is what he really wants and that such a relationship is
"unhealthy" in societal terms. He can return to Augusta at some time in the f-lture.
Therefore, he oscillates between states of health and sickness, adapting himself "col corpo e
I'anima" to prevailing winds, whims and needs. zeno is here merely being his unheroic,
survival-orientated self. He incarnates and typifies the contemporary non-hero. He does
not abide by his relationship to Augusta nor by the one to Carla. He docs not align himself
staunchly one way or the other with either sickness or health. A state of pusillanimous flux
is all that of which he is capable. Yet the fact that Zeno goes back to Augusta, because she
represents health, is an even more telling symptom of his illness. His hypocrisy and
disloyalty are conscious. He is aware, moreover, that he is transgressing and is further
aware that he has no intention of doing anything about it. He is governed by his needs and
does not necessarily act in accordance with what he wants or what would be "better" for
him. And least of all, is he concerned about acting in a resolutely honest manner.
In proceeding with our discussion on "health", we must remind ourselves that Svevo takes
as his premise that life is synonymous with disease.24 Yet Michelstaedter says virtually the
same thing when he says
"Ia nascita el'accidente mortale.n2S
[Birth is a mortal accident/Birth is a fatal mishap.]
Michelstaedter's staement above could seem to be cynical in the extreme, but what he is
merely acknowledging here is that man's state. his birth and his death are not tbe results of
choice on his part; life simply happens and is concluded with death. The above statement
can also be viewed as an expression on Michelstaedter's part of the way most individuals
lead their lives, as a mortal accident. a fatal accident, something in which they bave no
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choice, in short, a destiny which they accept unthinkingly. 1bis becomes their disease, their
life is death, life becomes nothing more than a fatal accident because the will of the
individual, of the "uomo della rettoricatl is no more than the will to survive, so as not to die.
For Michelstaedter, the "uomo della persuasione" must exercise his will and overcome the
limitations of life and live it with the awareness that every moment of one's life could be
the last. It is the acceptance of this last notion which gives life value, otherwise it merely
becomes an an "accidentetl, something which happens to the individual, as opposed to the
individual acting upon life.
By way of contrast in Svevo's Zeno, we have the protracted description of an illness
conveyed through the "stream of consciousnesstl of Zeno himself. Upon reading La
coscienza dj Zeno one is confronted with the disturbing realisation that one is in fact
reading a case history of modern man, a case history of a chronic, incurable disease, and
worse yet, an endemic disease. That is what existence has become in Svevo's terms.
Having said this about Svevo, it is interesting to note that Michelstaeder would seem to
concur with what Svevo says as far as the notion of health is concerned. However,
Michelstaedter believes that health is not given to everyone, thus implying that there are
few who enjoy it. We note that with Michelstaedter • "salute" has become synonymous with
"persuasione". Again the elitist tone is very clear:
"La via della salute non ecorsa da omnibus, non ha se~ni, indicadizioni • •• Ma ognuno
ha in se it bisogno di trovarla e nel proprio dolore I'mdice. ogouno deve nuovamente
aprirsi da sC la via, e poi si ritrovera ad esser sulla stessa via luminosa che i pocbi eletti
hanno percorso."26
[The road to health is not traversed by everyone, it has no signs, no indication ••• but
everyone has in himself the need to find it (the road] and in his own grief [finds] the
direction, everyone has to open the way for hImself anew, and then he will find himself
again on the same enlightened way that the select few have travelled.] [Brackets mine.]
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Micbelstaedter has also given a specific meaning to the word "salute". To him it signifies a
superior state of being. In Svevo "salute" is a state that can never be reached inasmuch as it
docs not even aiu. 80th writers pour scorn on the conventional meaning of "salute",
however~ namely "health", insofar as it is taken to mean conformity to bourgeois norms and
values. Svevo's Zeno does not conform, he is unhealthy and wallows in his neuroses, and
survives. The ostensibly healthy characters such as Guido Speier succumb and are
destroyed by the values to which they aspire, very much in the way that man is destroyed by
what he has created, viz., his instruments and ideas. In Michelstaedter, "salute" also does
not signify conformity but has its own particular significance in the context that he has
created for it, namely, the state of "persuasione" - "conviction". Thus it is important to note
that both Svevo and Zeno attach specific meanings respectively to "salute", and both writers
reject the conventional significance attached to the word. Logically and textually then,
Michelstaedter's term "rettorica" is synonymous with "malattia". Both Svevo and
Michelstaedter were undoubtedly pondering and reacting to the prevalent malaise, of their
times as reflected in the Positivist faith in science and technology, the pace of
industrialisation and capitalist expansion, the arms race, and the resultant competition for
supremacy among the nations of Europe, all of which culminated in the First World War.
Whereas in Svevo the words "malattia" and "salute" have become virtually indistinguishable
one from the other, in Michelstaedter the word "malattia" is, as we have just noted.
synonymous with "rettarica" because Michelstaedter ultimately believes that "pcrsuasione·
salute" are indeed worthy goals. This is where Michelstaedter and Svevo differ
fundamentally. Yet this very divergence serves to illumine central themes in La.
persuasjoDe e la rettorica and in La coscien7.a di Zeno.
Again we note in Michelstaedter the particular centrality of his concern with "salute".
"Salute" and "persuasione" are self-imposed rigours which the individual himself must
assume. In Svevo, since true "salute" does not exist, this problem and hence its consequent
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obligation do not arise. Svevo neither prescribes nor imposes. Rather, he is aware of the
general, endemic malaise. and through Zeno, demonstrates how all attempts at "salute" arc
futile. Giorgio Brianese, in his study on Michelstaedter, views this problem in the following
manner placing emphasis on the "logic of domination":
"Rettorica e persuasione si rivelano entrambi come figure "interne" aUa logiea del
dominio (e dunque della violenzal. Con questa differenza: Che la rettorica ~ quella
volontA che non sa conseguire ~ueUo che wole, la persuasione la messa in attimo del
massimo del dominio concreto."Z
[Rhetoric and persuasion [conviction] both reveal themselves as figures which are
Internal in respect of the logic of domination (and therefore of violence). With this
difference: rhetoric is that will that does not know how to follow what it wants, and
persuasion being the actuation of the apex of concrete domination.] [Brackets mine.]
The "dominio" of which Brianese speaks, applies to Michelstaedter inasmuch as the latter is
preoccupied with the self dominating the self, the individual exercising his will over himself.
Michelstaedter's thinking is a self-imposed philosophy. In Svevo, the "proposta",or
"intention" such as we have in Zeno's innumerable attempts to acquire health by giving up
smoking, for example, are the very symptoms of the latter's disease. The futile promises he
makes to himself are again presbyterian, Zeno being the presbyter. They are goals
projected into the distant future, and ones that divest him of the responsibility of "azione"
in the present.
It is at this stage that it becomes imperative to discuss the biographical fact of
Miehelstaedter's suicide and the question is whether his suicide is the recognition of the
impossibility of attaining Itpersuasionelt• Is it not as Brianese points out, namely? :"
"Tuttavia la persuasione eimpossibile la rettorica vincente."28
[I~ any event persuasion [conviction] is impossible and rhetoric victorious.] [Brackets
mIne.]
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One notes the concurrence here of Svevo's and Michelstaedter's ideas. Both Svcyo and
Michelstaedter acknowledge the victory of IIrettoricatt, to use Michclstacdtcr's word, and
refute the possibility of attaining "persuasionett or health. Hence, it is appropriate at this
point to pose the inevitable question as to whether Michelstaedter's suicide symbolically
indicates an acknowledgement on his part of the veracity of Svevo's point of view.
Michelstaedter's llpersuasione" is unattainable, at best exceedingly impracticable, if SyCYO'S
view that health is impossible, obtains. And is it not precisely the insupportable realisation
of this, an apocalyptic "revelation", as it were, induced paradoxically by Michelstaedter's
own relentless logic, which may have at least partially precipitated his tragic end?
It seems that from Michelstaedter's earlier work II dialo&o della salute, he presaged or
foresaw Svevo's point by saying the following:
"Non [sono il mali che colpiscono uomini sani, rna uomini tristi e mortali, che secondo la
loro nalura s ammalano e muoiono." [Stress Michelstaedter's, brackets mine.]29
(It is not misfortune that strikes health¥ men but [strikes] sad and mortal men who
become diseased and die in accordance WIth their nature.] [Brackets mine.]
Here Michelstaedter makes one of his few more broadly inclusive references to human
nature inasmuch as he attributes man's demise and his apostacy from his nature, again a
view not dissimilar from Svevo's. In other words, moral just as physical, decline in the
human being occurs because of, and in accordance with, human nature. In other words, it
does not occur necessarily because of external or tangential causes. Is he not
acknowledging the inevitability of disease, the impossibility of health? However, for the
most part, Michelstaedter tends to refute the idea of the imperfeetibility of human nature
and places emphasis on the idea of Man's capacity to overcome and to transcend his own
nature. Generally, he puts credence in the apotheosis of the few, the elite, the select,
though in the above passage we O~,~ct an allusion on his part, to a transient, fleeting doubL
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Subsequcntly. however. in La persuasion, , la tcUorica. despite his obseavation above. he
persists in belicving that man can indeed defy, transcend and master his own nature. In
sum, man has the ability to fe-fashion. re-make himself into a superior being inspite of his
intrinsic nature. Michelstaedter's belief in the individual, his ilitism, seem to hold sway,
and more significantly, it is the Nietzsc:hean concept of Wille or valonta which comes to the
fore and departs from Svevo's more Darwinian mode of thought. However, there is, from
time to timc, equivocation. doubt and a hesitant reflection by Michclstaedter which tend to
confute his more consistent stance:
"Ma ci son case che distruggono )a salute stessa e del corpo e dell'anima, contra Ie quali
~ forza fisica vale, 06 animo libera, case che ti tOlfono appunto questa IibertA e questa
forza e ti tengono debole e miserabile in lor balrao"
[But there are things which destroy health itself, the health of the body and of the soul
against which neither physical force nor a free spirit are of any value, ttiin~ that remove
this very freedom and this strength and which keep you enfeebled and rmserable and at
their mercy.]
Here Michelstaedter is acknowledging the fact that there are factors external to the
individual beyond his control, factors that destroy health, and by implied extension they
destroy Itpersuasionelt as well. Yet we note that the superhuman effort Michelstaedter
attempts is to subdue, and attain dominion over the very things which could undermine
health or "persuasione". But once more, and with striking irony, this is also the
confirmation of a Svevean idea inasmuch as Svevo too acknowledges the presence of things
that subvert and demolish health. One cannot stress too much that the important difference
is that Svevo does not think it possible. nor does he prescribe any means with which to
overcome those factors which undermine health and that operate beyond the sphere of the
individual. On a psychological level, one could surmise that Michelstaedter did indeed
recognise in himself the weaknesses and deficiencies in his thought as briefly described
above. Thus, it can be stated with some plausibility that the concept of "persuasione" can, in
tbis light, be viewed as being a reaction to "rettorica'\ that is, as a way of opposing, of
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refuting and countering weakness, or "malauia'" as he perceived them in himself and in
those around him. But here we are in the realm of psychological speculation which is
neither the purpose nor intent of the prescnt study.
At this point it is also important to remind oneself that Michelstaedter and Svevo were not
alone in the search for health, and could be counted among other contemporary writers
who many of whom searched for health amidst the impasse in which Western Civilisation
had found itself:
"Les fondatcurs de ccue culture sont tous nts ce n'est pas un hasard entre 1844 et 1880
[Svevo, 1861, Michelstaedter, 1887], Verlaine en 1844, Loti en 1850, Eckhoud, Rimbaud
et Wilde 1854, Gide en 1869, Proust en 1871, Thomas Mann en 1878, Montherlant en
1876, Foster en 1879, Martin du Gard et Zweig en 1881 •••(Tlous errant une 'Iumiare a
la main' dans les catncombes de In civilisation industriel1e, A la recherche d'un
impossible salut." [Brackets mine]31
[It is not perchance that the founders of this culture were all born between 1844 and
1880 [Svevo, 1861, Michelstnedter, 1887], Verlaine in 1844, Loti in 1850, Eckhoud,
Rimbaud and Wilde 1854, Gide in 1869, Proust in 1871, Thomas Mann in 1878,
Montherlant in 1876, Foster in 1879, Martin du Gard and Zwej~ in 1381 ••• [A]II
wandered with a lamp in the hand in the catacombs of industr1al Civilisation searching
for impossible salvation.] [Brackets mine.]
We have heretofore attempted to analyse how both the concept of perfection and the total
refutation of that concept, have a direct and intimate bearing on questions concerning the
condition of humankind, Man's existence and his nature. We have also striven to clarify the
differences and concurrences in regard to these quesil\,; ?:'.. in Michelstaedter and in Svevo.
Moreover, it bears reiteration here that Svevo, through his protagonist, Zeno, reflects an
acceptance of life as it is , not an idealized version of what it ought to be, and this in spite
of the fact that Zeno himself, does not supposedly, "accept" life tacitly. The paradox is more
seeming than actual, because Zeno "manipulates" life to suit his own ends. His absurd
"s-:ruggles with life" are patently pro forma and not de faCIO, and transparently of no
substance in a larger sense. Ther are, however, symptomatic of his disease. This in tum
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renders the very concept of perfection in Zeno's case even more remote and ludic:rOUi than
would be a merely acquiescent and passive acceptance of life with all its imperfections.
With Zeoo, dissemblance and the pretense of serious engagement with life arc perfectly
natural, in fact axiomatic.
In Michelstaedter, because of hIS belief in the attainabHity of perfection, albeit ultimately.
responses to the nature of Man. the human condition. and possibilities or impossibilities
inherent therein arc very different in that Michelstuedtcr imposes a code of conduct on the
individual who wants to attain "persuasionc" or "salute". We note how in La coscic.nza dj
Zeno. any attempt to impose a code of conduct on Zeno is doomed to failure. Zeno
continually acts in his own shortsighted self-interest or manipulates reality to the extent
that ultimately he saves his own skin. He is devoid of heroism. He is, as we have stated,
the anti-hero. The "uomo della rettorica" in Michelstaedter is a hypothetical character
sketched by Michelstaedter to illustrate the complacency, the smugness and materialism
which he sees as being a sine qua non of the bourgeoisie. The "uamo della rettorica"
symbolises all that Michelstaedter despised in those around him, in the society and its
mores and he derides the facility with which the "uomo della reuorica" arrogates to himself
his powerful position in society, while he, the "uomo della rettorica", lives in a house built
on sand, built on facile concepts of life, love, knowledge and meaning because be is
intrinsically too weak to confront the grievious truths of life which undermine everything
that he believes in. In short, the "uomo della rettorica" lacks the courage, the will and the
strength to face life and to truly transcend its limitations, these qualities being the mark of
the "uomo della persuasione".
One cannot ignore the fact that Michelstaedter ended his life by suicide. This event lends
itself to a variety of speculations and should not be viewed in an exdusively psychological
manner. One needs to illumine the symbolic significance of his suicide. Indeed a serious
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study of Michelstaedter's La pe[SuasjODC c II rcuorjca leads one to the tenuous. thoup
perfectly plausible conclusion that that work functioned as a philosophical justification for
his suicide. It should be kept in mind that Michelstaedter's view of "'persuasione"' is hiplly
personalised. and one can justifiably spe::ulate. though not assume definitively that upon
completion of his opusprincipa/is. having reaUsed the impracticability of his ideal. he put an
end to his life. But this does not mean that Michelslaedter denies life i1GIf. He
extinguished his own life either because he realised. like Svevo, that "salute"' or
"persuasione" is impossible. or he may have concluded that the act of death is the very
affirmation of life. That is to say. he may have felt that he had indeed auained
"persuasione" at least in his own terms. that he had in fact achieved his own salubrious state
of higher consciousness and consequently. life thereafter would have had utterly no
meaning for him whatsoever. This is plausible despite the fact that he committed suicide if
not also because of the fact that he committed suicide. Life takes on a new significance
when death is approached with the frankness and fearlessness with which Michelstaedter
confronted it, having seen life as he did. as a qualitative experience and not a quantitative
experience. In this regard Michelstaedter is very akin to the existential thinkers who
appeared later in this century.
By extension then, Svevo's desire to see the world free of parasites as be does in his famous
last chapter of La coscienza di Zeno. is also, ultimately. even if paradoxically, a statement
of hope, a reaffirmation of life as it ought to be, although it amounts to a denial of life in its
debased form, a form that Man himself has shaped. In this regard, Michelstaedter and
Svevo are remarkably similar in that both implicitly reject life as lived by most men. And
each views "civilisation" and its institutions as bringing about the ultimate destruction of life
itself. It is not life they reject. Rather, it is tbe furm and substance that life has acquired.
the &U.i& it has assumed that they reject. Each writer uses different means to arrive at the
same end. Both Michelstaedter and Svevo share a distinct and unconventional
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understanding of the concept "salute", yet both ugrcc on the concept of "malattiu". Their
premises are rcmarlwbly similar, as are their conclusions, hut their respective "camman" are
very .liffercnl.
Let .IS now turn our .~llcmiol1 10 the conccp:s of "Iiherta" and "autenlicita" as imrinsic
clements in the delJ4!te of perfection and "una vita dcgn:l di csscrc vassuta" and their
opposites.
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CHAPTER "'OUR
-The only thought to liberate the mind is that ,,'hich leavcs il alone, ccrtain of its limits
and of its impending end." 1
Central to the discussion of "una vita degna di essere vissuta", is the concept of "liberta".
There is, however, one further question to he answered before we consider this. And that
question is whether Svcvo and Miche)st~lcdter arc to he considered either "pessimistic" or
"optimistic". We raise this question now, for us we hope to clarify in this chapter, that
question will assume greater pertinence as our discussion of "liherta" proceeds. Significantly
both writers address this fundamental c!uestion in as many words.
In essay number 118 of Michelstuedter's Scritti vari2 he discusses pessimism and optimism.
Significantly, Svevo wrote an urticle cntith::d "Ottimismo c pessimismo"3• Svevo has a simple
definition basically amounting to the fact that finulity and an order to the universe are
views which can be considered optimistic. He seems to derive comfort from the fact that
nature has a way of regulating life, in that only those fit to survive actually do survive; in
short, there is order in apparent chaos, in Nature's apparent indifference to life. Nature
operates according to natural selection, and, although what Svevo says in the above-
mentioned essay is derived from Darwin. it does give us insight into his basic premises.
Whosoever does not see an order in the universe or finds no order and/or chaos is
pessimistic. However, what is most revealing in Svevo's article, is that he intuits that an
excessive love of life leads to desperate excesses. He says that the aged do not kill each
other so often because indifference permeates one's attitude to life as one becomes older.
The pessimist does not kill himself at all, at least not in theory. because such a person
would believe that life is followed by nothing, and so waits for this undeniable nnothing" 10
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arrive. Alternatively, such a person might believe that life may be eternal and hence life as
such might not disappear in any way. And for this reason. he considers suicide a palliative.
The optimist. according to Svcvo. may commit suidde but he most likely does not grieve
about doing so. Svevo says th.:t being pessimistic is an intellectual exercise, and that
optimism has more to do with temperament. From one's temperament, one arrives at a
theory which reflects that temperament. Optimists. according to Svcvo, live for the future
and also live for the here and now. Interestingly, like Michelstaedter, Svevo ~tcknowledgcs
that man does not know how to live for the here and now, for the present, hut only with his
sights set on the future. and in so doing, the present becomes bearable. It would seem that
Svevo, does allow for. or recognises with qualifications. an attitude similar to
Michelstaedter's attitude inasmuch as he, Svevo, foresees that an excessive love of life,
(which Michelstaedter claims to have.) leads to excesses generated and motivated by
desperation. Michelstaedter would maintain that an excessive Jove of life enables the
individual to glean the most from life, under the conditions that he sets out for his "uomo
della persuasione". It then depends on the reader whether he views "persuasione" and the
subsequent suicide of Michelstaedter <is a desperate excess or as an affirmation of life.
Does one adopt Svevo's view of life. namely of accepting life "fully"? to use Camus'
expression·. Or does one accept the challenge that Michelstaedter offers? That is, one in
which the meaning and scope of the word "life" is extended to the point where such
meaning and scope become consonant with, and indistinguishable from, death. In
examining this matter, one must bear in mind that in Michelstaedter's terms, life as lived
according to the dictates of "reuorica". is tantamount to death. Again in terms of
*CamllS slales: 'Living an c:tpericncc, a particular f,lIc, is am:, .;:lg it fully. ;-';~.• no OI'lC "'i11 I;"'C this filte. kno-ing it to be absunl.
unless he docs ~-c')lhing10 Leep before him thalat>surd hrou~: to lighl by ronsciollSlICU. . n10 abolish~ ra'Oll is 10 elude
thc problem. The lheme of permanent fC\o~lulion i.s IhllS Cilrried into indi1.iduaf e.qxricna:. liloing is Lecpn!: the ~bsurdalh'e'"
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"pcrsuasionc". death for Michelstaedter becomes lifc because death in the conventional
sense of the word poses no threat to a Uee lived according to the dictates of Npersuasionc".
It is also significant to our discussion to notc that it is Svevo, the older man, who implicitly
"understands" Michelstaedter. the younger man. Micheistaedter says that the "uomo della
persuasionc" need fear nothing in deathS and significantly Svevo himself says:
"Verra it tempo in cui I'uomo non temera pHi di morirc:16
[The time will come when man will no longer fear dying [fear to die).)
Svevo is here confronting the same issues, the same quests which preoccupy
Michelstaedter, and in particular, man's fear of mortality. Immediately following this
sentence, in the very next line he says, in his usual ironic way: "una bellissima speranza!"
Moreover, Svevo goes on to say that this hope of overcoming the fear of mortality is not
unrealisable and that it is in fact a great and feasible hope. Thus it appears that Svevo. at
least in this passage above. docs not c()nsid~r the fear of death a sille qua 11011 of life. And
as far as this specific aspect of Michelstaedter's thinking is concerned. it would seem that
Svevo is in agreement. We must then ask: In Svevo's terms, would Michelstaedter be a
pessimist or an optimist? The answer probably would be: either because. on the one hand.
Svevo maintains that a pessimist is someone who hangs on to life because such a person
wants to see whether nothingness would in fact follow death or whether life is in fact
eternal. In the latter instance suicide becomes the actuation of life. Suicide. therefore. by
extension, reflects a vital optimism becau!'e it indicates the point at which a human being
has reached full control of his life to the point where he can end it with impunity. In sum.
then. Svevo believes that the strt:ngth to command onc's own destiny in terms of choosing
to end one's own tife. can thus be considered a renection and logical consequence of
optimism.
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Miehelstaedter likewise does not lend himself to being categorised as a pessimist or an
optimist. He says. for example:
"Quando si parla in,genere di pcssimismo. non si parla altro che d'un punto alto
dell'ottimismo vitale."
[When one speaks in general about pessimism, one is not speaking of anything other
than a high point of vital optimism.]
Michelstaedter's suicide can also be seen as the apex of pessimism PI the apex of optimism.
Just as both Svevo and Michelstaedter reveal significant point~ "f concurrence when
dealing respectively with terms such as "salute" and "malania". so here too it is obvious that
their respective views of pessimism and optimism find areas of consonance or accord. Each
writcr tcnds to "split hairs" both in defining (in multiple ways) these words "health",
"diseasc", "optimism" and "pessimism". Their views reflect a remarkably similar
prcoccupation concerning issues which they have both indicated as areas of speculation. It
is ultimatcly a question of nuance and emphasis which sheds light on their respective
differences and the extent to which theory and speculation has remained SUCh. as is thc case
with Svevo, and the extent to which Michelstaedter, by contrast, attempts to put theory or
speculation into practice.
Svevo's Zeno would seem to be an optimist in that he survives and does more or less what
he wants to do. even by default. despite having the conventional attributes of a pessimist
and being described in terms which render the debat~ on optimism and pessimism
paradoxically quite futile. Svevo~s Zeno is a creation that embodies the phenomenon of
life~ life which simply~. Zeno is the victim of society. history and the ethos of times past
and present. all of which are undeniable forces that act on the individual. Ultimately
Svevo' 'i debate centres on the way in which the individual reaclS to these forces, (if he is
aware of them at all) and on the question of what is left of the individual who is al once the
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product of these forces. The question of "what is an individual?" is almost reduced to being
purely academic. Michelstaedler also renders futile the debate on pessimism and optimism.
Both Svevo and Michelstaedter have systems of thought which transcend and minimise
convenient and conventional categories such as optimism and pessimism. Having observed
this, one can return to the discussion of "una vita degna di esserc vissuta".
It has been mentioned in Chapter One that Svevo as a novelist created a protagonist, Zeno,
through whom he, the author, could "operate" so to speak. Thus, Zeno is a protagonist who
"serves" Svevo as a vehicle f.>r his creator's views. But the word vehicle must be stressed
and not "mouthpiece" because Zeno's words, thoughts, actions and non-actions convey the
character's sum. disease and the diseases of modern man which are filled with
contradictions. Svevo himself, being the creator of Zeno, is perfectly consistent, albeit
paradoxically, in making Zeno appear consistently inconsistent. It would seem that the
exhortative tone or style adopted by Michclstncdter, is due in large measure to the absence
of a protagonist apart from himself. In other words, Michelstaedtcr refrains from
"employing" artistically, us it were, a prouagonist. i.e.• a "filter" for the expression of his own
thoughts. Thus the only means effectively left to Michelstaedter is that of adopting an
approach that is itself formed by the ideal to which he strives in his work and, significantly.
in his life. Had Michelstaedter written a novel, he would have had to explore and fabric-cue
a web of complexities and contradictions which would have detracted from the "purity" of
his ideal. His La persuasione e la rettorica can be viewed as a manifesto of "una vita degna
di essere vissuta", "a life worthy of being lived". One could ('all Michelstaedter's manifesto
"existential" in that what he sets out to do in La perslIitsione e 13 renorica is nothing other
than an exhortation, a guide. a set of values on how to Ih'c; it dcrivcs significance from the
fact that it provides a set of ideas. practicable or not as they may be. that pertain to
existence. In this light it is also significant ihat Michclstaedter also was a poct. poetry
providing him with a concise format with which to convey '1Il intensely held vicw l)f life. lIis
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poetry appears to be La persuasione e la reltorica in poetic form. This will become more
evident at a later stage in this chapter.
The following passage clearly illustrates his notion of a worthy life:
"No, cgli, [doe I'uomo della persuasione] deve permancre. non andar dictro a quelli,
fingcn<loseli fermi 'perch~ cssi 10 attraggono scmpre ncl futuro; cgli deve permanere
seppur wale ch'ess) gli siano nel presente .•• [E]gli ha il coragsio iii strappar da sC la
trama delle dolci e care cose che conforta a esser ancora giu0C8tl nel futuro, e chiede iI
possesso attuale •..''8
[No, he, [in other words the man of "conviction"] has to endure, must not follow those
who pretend to be stable because they will always draw him into the future; he must
endure even though he wants them to be in the pre~ent for him ... (HIe has the courage
to remove by himself the conspiracy of that which is sweet and dear and which is
comforting in that it is enacted in the future, and requires actual possession [possession
in the here and now] ...]
It must be noted once more, that Michelstaedter places the emphasis on the here and now,
as if he wished to combine both the future and the present, in the present. He considers
the concept of the future as being a mere projection born out of fear of death and of the
inability to face life as it is now. However, this is indeed similar to Svevo's view· wherein
Zeno is forever making references to time and "buone proposte per iI futuro". But
Michelstaedter differs from Svevo in that the former imbues the present with a content, a
heroism ofwhich Svevo's Zeno is the absolute antithesis in terms of "persuasione/salute".
For example, Michelstaedter observes:
"A chi ha la sua vita nel oresente, la morte nulla toglie; poiche niente in lui chiede piu
di continuare; niente ein lui per la paura della morte.tt9
[To him who has his life in the present, death cannot remove anything; since nothing in
him requires to be perpetuated; there is nothing in him [that is there] because of fear of
death.]
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Here he explains his view that the "uomo della persuasione" need never fear death because
his life is in the present. He does not live with a concept of the future, and it follows
therefrom that he does not live with a fear of death. Zeno is forever trying to be healthy, to
to stop smoking which damages his health, precisely in order to stave orf death. He fails in
his attempts at social acceptability in a society which customarily requires a display of all
the trappings of health. This social acceptability and the bourgeois society that determines
and defines the norms of acceptability are in fact more diseased than Zeno himself. Social
acceptability, at least in a conventional bourgeois sense, requires something less than
honesty on the part of the individual. In other words, the latter must iW.ilIl1 in society or in a
social context to being someone other than, or less than he actually is, precisely in order to
be accepted by society. Society is exposed by Svevo as an intricate myriad of lies and
deceptions, and it is here that he and Michelstaedter concur yet again. Svevo, through
Zeno, and other characters in La coscjenza dj Zeno, presents those lies, deceptions,
pretenses and falsities and prescribed modes of behaviour as the very web, the
indispensable substan. ~ and "sustenance" of bourgeois society. But Michelstaedter, in his
"uomo della persuasione" rejects those same lies, deceptions and pretensions forthwith and
in a categorical and undisguised manner, albeit a less subtle mauner than Svevo. The
practitioner, the protector and upholder of bourgeois social conventions and thought
patterns is Michelstaedter's "uomo della. reuorica".
It is germane to the present discussion to note here that in Svevo's first novel Una vita. the
protagonist, Alfonso Nitti, commits suidde. It is the suicide of someone who cannot cope.
It is the "pessimistic" suicide. And for this reason Una vita has been interpreted by various
Marxist critics lO as being a novel which lends itself most favourably to a Marxist
intefpretation because Nitti's suicide is due to "bourgeoise oppression" and being
overwhelmed by the inhumanity of lJourgeois sociely. From Alfonso Nitti, Svevo
progresses to Zeno Cosini who. as the surname suggests, is just a particle of a greater
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human experience. In I.N coscjenza dj Zeno. Zeno Cosini becomes the focus, the synthesis
of the human experience. Michelstaedter, as the individual, Carlo Michelstaedter, would
seem in some measure to correspond more closely to Svevo's creation, Alfonso Nitti,
although the latter is devoid of Michelstaedter's idealism.
Zeno, on the other hand, is a typical representative or expositor of modern European
society, and as such, is conspicuously symbolic of the human condition because he bears
traits which arc common to countless human beings, traits which arc endemic and anything
but unique. He incarnates and encapsulates a decrepit moral and psychological detritus on
a kaleidoscopic scale spanning centuries of man's existence. With this io mind, then, we
note that Svevo makes a telling. incisive observation which again is remarkably similar to
the kind of statement that one would expect from Michelstaedter:
"Gill'uomo non sa vivere per )'om preseote rna ~ vero che con gli occhi sempre rivolti
al futuro. I'ora presente si nempie sempre con sorrisi."ll
[As it is man does not know how to live in the here aod now but it is true that with eyes
always directed towards the future the present is always filled with smiles.]
Here Svevo is defining what in Michelstaedter's terms would be called "I'uomo della
rettonca". Svevo perceives the same weaknesses in man as does Michelstaedter, if onc
assumes, that is. that the inability to Jive the present and not live for the future, is to be
viewed as a weakness. According to Miche]staedter, the "uomo delJa persuasione" must not
enfeeble himself by yearning for mechanisms which provide support. But here again,
Svevo's Zeno comes to mind, for he is forever yearning, manipulating and engineering
"support mechanisms" - (less euphemistically designated as "crutches") - to carry him
through life. And once again Zeno is effectively in harmony with Michelstaedter's "uomo
de la reuoriea", as the following passage in Michelstaedter permits us to conclude:
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f1Ma qui troviamo questi individui ridotti a (ad essere] meccanismi, previsionc attuata
neU'organismo, non ~rb, come ci as~teremmo, [ci~] vittime della loro debolezza - in
balta oel caso, rna ·sufficienti' [auto affermatoriiJ e sicuri [di s~] come divinitA. - La loro
degenerazione c detta educazione civile, la lora fame ~ attivitA di progresso, la loro
paura c 1a morale, la loro violenza. iI lora odio egoistico - [S]i son faui una forza della
lora deoolezza, poich~ su questa comune debolezza speculando hanna creato una
sicurezza fatta di reciproca convenzione".12
[But here we find these individuals reduced [to being] mechanisms, a p-remonition
actuated in the organism, not, however, as we expecte(J it, [namely] victims of their
weakness - at the mercy of chance, but 'sufficient'Jself-affirmatoryl and sure [of
themselves] like divinities. Their degeneration is calle good breeding, iheir hunger is
the activity of progress, their fear is morality, their violence, their egotistical hatred •..
[TJhey have made a strength out of their weakness, since by speculating upon this shared
weakness they have created a security made from reciprocal [shared) convention.]
This description of the "uomo della rettorica" is in conspicuous harmony with the image
Svevo has created of Zeno and the society of which he is a victim. Zeno~ make a
strength out of weakness and is very much at the mercy of chance. He does not moralise,
but if morality is merely fear masquerading as an absolute and universal truth then Zeno
docs constantly find himself at odds with morality. Guido Speier h self-congratulatory and
Zeno is the product of an accumulative degeneration. The following passage adequately
illustrates what "persuasione" is and contrasts fundamentally with the description of
"reuoricafl above:
"... [EJgli deve prendere su di se la responsabilita della sua vi~ come I'abbia a vivere
giungerc ana vita, che su ahri non pub ricadere; deve aver egIi stesso in se la sicurezza
della sua vit~ che altri non gli pub dare ... non debba rinunciare al possesso presente
della sua vita."]3
[.•. [HJe has to take upon himself the resJ>Oosibility of his life, as he has to live it joined
to life, so that it does not fall upon others; he himself bas to have the certainty of his life,
that others cannot give him ... he must not renounce the present possession of his life.]
As we see Michelstaedter too, like Svevo, speaks of the npossesso presente" which Svevo
calles "vivere I'ora presente".
Michelstaedter and Svevo again confront respectively the same basic issues. In this
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instance, the central question is how to live life. In regaro &0 this question, Michetstledtcr
proffers an interpretation of life that imposes a rigorous code of conduct on the individual
in order that th: individual auain "persuasione/salute". Svevo likewise acknowledges the
need for "salute", but he does not impose a rigorous code of conduct on Zcno. Rather he
shows how Zeno is incapable of attaining "salute" and indeed, ano's striving for "salutc" is
itself a furthcr manifestation of his illness.
Thus, we must ask whether Michelstaedter's striving for "salutc/persuasione" is nm.
paradoxically, an indication of his, Michelstaedter's, own personal malady, when one bears
in mind the virtual unattainability of his goal and the conspicuous inten .ctual vulnerability,
i.e., the precariousness of his philosophic stance. Or, is Michelstaedter's an idealism which
is worthy of emulation? These are crucial questions pertaining to human existance, which
both writcrs pose and answer in their respective ways.
Mar\.'O Cerruti approaches this 'problematica' as fonows:
"Michclstacdter definisce una visione del mondo ben precisa e giunge a un'idea di
persuasione intesa come atto trascendente."14
[Michelstaedter defines a very precise vis,,:m of the world and arrives at a concept of
conviction ["persuasione"] understood as a transcendent act.]
Michelstaedter's existentialism has been described as verging on metaphysical by Maria
Raschini's and Moreui-Costanzi'6 and Giulio Cattaneo1: agree with this interpretation as
well. Yet Sergio Campailla in his study on Michelstaedterl8 points out that t\raria
R.lSChini's interpretation of Michelstaedter is strongly influenced by a Kierkegaardian view
of life.
However it is not the intent nor is it within the purview of this essay to of this essay to
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corroborate Michelstaedter's existentialism nor to discuss the various nuances of that
existentialism. Whether his existentialism is "religious" or "metaphysical" or neither iI
important only:nsorar as it may serve to illumine the life that Svevo's Zeno leads and shcd5
light upon the implications pertaining to the worth arising from an examination of that liCe.
Zeno is an Minetto" precisely because he lives in the midst of the crisis of Western
Civilisation and is a product of the confused cultural and social dismemberment that
characterises the era in which he, Zeno, lives. Hence Svevo's character is a shadow of what
man might have been. In other words, if society and civilisation have become impoverished
and diseased, culturally and spiritually speaking, then the individual who is the product of,
and the end-result of centuries of that gradual decay, will himself suffer that disease. If the
individual is part of a larger organism, namely, society, which society is diseased, then the
individual too becomes inevitably diseased.
In Svevo, there is an awareness of a time when society might perhaps have been less
diseased and less fraudulent, less removed from an awareness of its own origins and in such
a society, the individual might have been "healthier", might have known "salute". Zeno is
merely the product of accumulated disease acquired through centuries of Western man's
civilisation. As Western man has become more sophisticated, technologically and
intellectually he has become proportionately more removed from his origins and real
functions.
Svevo does not necessarily adopt an attitude that one could call nostalgic. he simply
illustrates this decay through his character Zeno. buttressing his views with Darwinian
concepts which form the intellectual basis together with Schopenhauer, for his
W~ltanschauung.The psychoanalysis used as a literary tool in SvCYo, merely serves as a
sophisticated device to illustrate the absurd extent to which man has become alienated.
The process of alienation and dismemberment is irreversible and Zeno's confused
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meandering through life, without spccific direction other than survival, is the antithesis of
the "uomn della persuasione". This is so because the latter attempts to lead a life of
spiritual jnte.riLV (as opposed to dismemberment) by imposing a rigorous upon himself,
rigorous norms of conduct formulated and regulated by considerations of spiritual
rectitude.
Michelstaedter's notion of existence is an implicit facet of his idea of MpcrsuasioneM, which
is a recipe for life, for human existence, and i:. arrived at by a process of constant negation
of all that is false. And this process is a pre-condition, an indispensable evolution, as it
were, whict in itself become identified with "autenticitl". And it is Mautenticitl" which in
turn creates a state of "libertA".
In this light, then, Michelstaedtc.. 's death by suicide assumes a notably different
significance. For life viewed from this perspective leads to a seemingly self-contradictory
and paradoxical conclusion, though in fact, it is a sequential, perfectly rational and indeed
logical conclusion, viz., that Michelstaedter's suicide was an affirmat jon of life, a life wonhy
of having been lived and hence his suicide was not an act of defeat (unlike Alfonso Nitti's
suicide). Rather, it was an act of rebellion, not of remorse and despair. The following
poem by Michelstaedter very succinctly illustrates his point of view regarding life and
death:
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II c••to delle criuUdl [SoDIor.be chrysalides]
Vita, morte. lLife. death.
la vita nella morte; ire in death;
mone, vita. death, life.
la morte nella vita. death in life.
Noi col fila We with the thread
col fila della vita with the thread of life
OO5tra sortc spun our fate
filammo a questa morte. unto this death.
BRiil forte And stronger
~ sogno della vita· is the dream of life·
se lamorte if death
a vivere cl aita llelps us to live
rna la vita but life
la vita non cvita life is not life
se lamorte if death
la morte ~ nella vita death is in life
e lamorte and death
morte non cfinita death is not finite
se piil forte if more strongly for death
per lei vive la vita. life is lived.
Masevita But if life
sarlla nostra morte will be our death
nella vita in life
viviam solo la morte we live only death
morte. vita. death, life,
la morte nella vita; death in life;
vita, morte, life, death,
la vita nella morte. 19 life in death.]
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Here. then. in poetic form, Michelstuedter expresses what is the essence of La persyl5jooe
e la reuorica. namely, the central theme and question of "una vita degna di essere vissuta".
We note that he says "rna la vita/Ia vita non avita/50 la morte/la morte anella vita". With
these words, he is referring, of course, to life lived merely as an "inanimate" device, so to
speak, to hedge off death, a state of inanition masquerading as "life". In the first stanza he
says "vita, morte/ la vita nella morte:/morte, vita,/Ia morte nella vita." This is his quest,
namely, to reveal in the text of the poem of which he is the protagonist. that the moment of
death is in fact the apex, the apogee of life. In ending his own life, he is not rejecting life
itself. On the contrary, he is ratifying it. Life for Michelstaedter is, we have seen, a
predominantly qualitative and not a quantitative experience. Once a state of
"persuasione/salute" has been reached, the danger of slipping into "rettorica" would be
tantamount to "Ia morte nella vitali, a metaphor for life lived aimlessly and pusillanimously,
and thus the equivalent of death. For Michelstaedter such a life has no moral integrity, it is
not "una vita degna di essere vissuta". This is why he says:
"Chi wole fortemente la sua vita, non s'accontenta, temendo di soffrire ... rna anzi la
persona di questa dolore rende ... s'afferlT'a II dove gli altri sana annientati dal
mistero; quello per gli altd e mistero poiche trascende la lora potenza, per lui non e
mistero, clle I'ha voluto ed in cio s'e affermato, cosi egli deve crear se stesso per avere it
valore individuale, che non si muove a differenza delle case che vanno e vengono, rna ~
in 56 ]JD'Sllafo." [Stresses Michelstaedter's.]20
[He who wants his life passionately, is not contented, being afraid of suffering ... but, on
the contrary a person [filled with] this grief gives ... he affirms himself there where
others are annihilated by mystery; for the others that is mystery since it transcends their
power, for him it is not a mystery since he willed it and affirmed himself in it, thus be has
to createh~lf in order to have individual worth, that is not moved by happenstance by
things that come and go, rather, he is convinced in himself.]
Here we see that Michelstaedter asserts that the individual must create everything for
himself; he often uses the word "strappare" to indicate a process of stripping away all that
is false, by which process the individual acquires authenticity and ultimately attains liberty -
liberty from the fear of death, freedom from life's deceptions.
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Zeno. by contrast, is constantly the victim of his own illusions, and yet he is less deluded
than those in society, such as Guido Speier and the Mallenli family who incarnate and
symbolise the ultimate in bourgeoise aspirations. They, Guido and the Malfenli family
become metaphors for "normality". the kind of unquestioning "normality" that threw
Europe headlong into the First World War, despite, or because of, the apparent
"health"/"salute" that they imagine they possess. Svevo's obvious implication is that Zeno,
patently ill though he is, is in fact only a fraction as ill and as morbid ~ the society of which
he forms a part. Thus it is apparent that Svevo's critique of society, inspite of, if not
because of. the subtlety of his ironies, becomes all the more damning and searing. Zeno,
although he tends to conform to Michelstaedter's "uomo della rettorica" is in fact leading
an authentic life. It is authentic for him. He lives life as Ws, deluded and a victim of
himself as well as of society. However, what distinguishes Zeno from the other characters
in La cosc;ienza di Zeno is that he is consciQus Qf his own malady and this gives him an
authenticity in that he is aware of the disease inherent in him, whereas the other characters
are not. lbey are so diseased that they are not even aware of it and claim to embody
health and therefore do not seek a cure. ZenQ is cQnstantly seeking a cure, because he is
obsessed by his disease. His disease, and the search for a cure he hopes he will never~
give substance and meaning to his life.
The liberty which SvevQ envisages is a liberty attainable only once society and mankind
have been destroyed - when man can, as it were, start afresh. Certainly, Zeno attains a
liberty of sorts in that he is liberated paradQxically from the compulsion to be "healthy"; be
may seek a cure. but the search for a cure is his life and the closest he is likely to be to
health. He resigns himself to his disease and nQ longer aspires, nor compares himself to.
the "successes" of the other "healthy" characters in the novel. But on a universal level, what
does Zeno's life "mean" or imply? Svevo implies, using his nove) La coscienza dj Zeno as a
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vehicle for his view that there cannot be true liberty in a society that is imprisoned by
structures based upon illusions and greed, structures that will inevitably lead to the
universal suicide of mankind. If Miehelstaedter seeks ultimate liberty in his own suicide,
then Svevo seeks ultimate liberty in the suicide of mankind. What is true for
Michelstaedter on a personal, individual level, is true for Svcvo on a universal level, and is
not limited to the individual but includes the whole of mankind.
One can understand certain critics viewing Michelstaedter's convictions pertaining to
existence as being religious or transcendental, or indeed, metaphysical when he states:
"Egli [i.e. I'uomo della persuasione] deve aver iI coraggio di sentirs; ancora solo, di
guardar in faceia iI proprio dolare, di sopportarne tutto il peso." [Stresses are
Michelstaedter'~121
[He [i.e. the man of conviction] must have the courage to continue to feel alone to face his
own grief, to bear its entire weight.]
Here Michelstaedter sees himself as almost Christlike. He is not seeking help form "other
quarters", as it were. He is not professing a belief that will, in turn, give him salvation. No,
he is making of himself a god-like creature.• It is in passages such as the foregoing that his
"superomismo" becomes most apparent and a certain "messianic" passion becomes
observable. His formula for life clearly requires the individual to have inherently
superhuman qualities and an indomitable will at his command:
"Cosf I'uomo nella via della persuasione mantiene in ogni punto I'equilibrio della sua
persona; egli non si dibatte, non ha incertezze, stanchezze, se non tiene mai it dolore rna
ne ba preso onestamente la persona. Egli 10 vive in ogni punto." [Stresses
Michelstaedter's.]13
[Thus man on the road of conviction maintains an equilibrium in every facet [in every
moment] of his persona; he does not debate with himself, be has no uncertainties,
periods of fatigue, unless he retains his grief but [at least] has embraced his persona
honestly. He lives it in f!l1I!ry facet [in every moment].]
- ....rqud it i5 -ratillc 10 lIOCe wJud ea.. 11M to say: if God docs lICIt aist. Kirilov iI; JOd. IfGod docs lICIt cUlt, Kirilov ...
kiIl..-elf'. 1CiriIoIr..c tllcrdore kill himself'to becoCIIe p..D
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H~nce one must confront grief and pain in life, but not simply on an individuallcvcl. One
must rcalise that pain is a sine qua non of life itself. In this regard, Mic:helstaedter's view of
life becomes very Christ-like in that he feels that the individual must take upon himself, the
pain and suffering that surround him: he must be aware of this ceaseless pain and suffering
and make them part of his own reality so that "a ognuno iJ suo mando ~ 'il mondottIJt - to
use Mic:helstaedter's own term. In other words, the individual's world is 1K world, and, in
tum, the world, and all that that implies, must become part of the individual's own world.
The individual, in Mi~helstaedter's terms must be in complete harmony with life, must not
shun life but rather confront it fully. Only then can one experience liberty and joy. In fact
Mic:helstaedter says "it doloTe ~ gioia"2S • "pain is joy", "grief is joy". What Michelstaedter
means is that by being genuinely conversant with the suffering, pain, and grief of tire, the
individual may overcome them, inasmuch as he has made them part of himself and proven
himself stronger than they are. This is manifestly an exceedingly rare capacity or "quality"
which Michelstaedter demands. Nonetheless, it is laudable and humane, albeit virtually
impossible.
In Svevo's La coscienza di Zeno there is none of this. What there is, however, is a
compassion for life as it is. with all its imperfections. But neither Michelstaedter nor Svevo
wants life to remain imperfect. In this respect one is constrained to regard the universal
suicide in Svevo's famous last chapter of La coscjenza di Zeno as being the only solution
for a better life. For Svevo, while life in its present guise, is the only life we know, it bas to
be accepted with understanding. Michelstaedter's idealisation of life is very much on a
theoretical level, in that he does not make provision in his thought for tolerating
imperfection on an indefinite basis. Rather, he sees grief and suffering and pain as
cbaJIe0K§ to the "uomo della persuasione", whicb cballenges the latter must overcome in
order to become "persuaso":
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"Solo nel deserto egli vive un.. vertiginosa vastitl e profonditA di vita ...[F]inch6 egli
[acc;a di s~ stesso !;amma ... [A]vrA nella persuasione la pace." [Stresses
Micbelstaedter's.]26
[Alone in the desert he lives a vertig!nous vastness and depth of life ... JU]ntii such time
that he makes ofht'mselfa flame . •• LH]e will have peace in conviction [ persuasione"].]
Micbelstaedter uses Christ27 as an example of someone who first had to save Himself
before he could save others. The individual likewise, must first save himself and cannot
expect salvation from others, least of all a deity in the sense of a deity either as an
extension of the human mind. or a god in the mythological sense of the word. The emphasis
in that instance is on the e.:emplary task that Christ represented and fulfilled, and that he
explored His own depths. In doing so, Christ became a teacher of, and example to, others;
He overcame his own frailties as a human being; and His view that it is better to give than
to receive, demonstrates the degree to which man should overcome himself, and give of
himself for his neighbour' sake, and not live merely to receive. Michelstaedter points out
that Christ saved Himself and Michelstaedter also says that in life one must give and not
ask.a Thus, by asserting that Christ saved Himself, and in postulating that in life one must
give, and not ask anything, Michelstaedter comes very close to an interpretation of life,
which although Dot postulating that Christ is the Saviour, is ODC that recognises the qualties
that Christ bad and that those qualities embody an ideal which man can only strive towards.
Albert Camus, in the following passage, places in relief the various issues one is dealing
with here, namely, Michelstaedter's view that man must make of himself a kind of Christ;
that Christ is an exemplum and an ideal. The question then turns in upon itself and
assumes another aspect or facet: Is that which man requires necessarily in accordance with
that which Michelstaedter proposes, i.e., "I'uomo della persuasione", an ideal to strive for,
an ideal to emulate.
"Christianity believes that it is fighting against nihilism because it gives the world a sense
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of direction, while it is nihilist itself insofar as it prevents, in imposing an imaginal)'
meanina on life, the discovery of its real meaning."29
With this in mind then, we see that Svevo and Michelstaedter do offer us two interesting
alternatives. Neither of these alternatives is thoroughly Christian, though Michelstaedter
strives for a simulacrum of Christ in his "uomo della persuasiooc". Micbelstaedter is not
"nihilist" - in the sense of its use above - inasmuch as he~ recognise the "illusions" that
buttress life and give meaning to life, conventionaJly speaking - "illusions" though perhaps
facile, such as concepts of God, patriotism, the family, etc., which he sees as all being
devices which alienate man from himself, from the solitude of his destiny and from his
becoming like Christ, acquiring "salute" and thus becoming a "uomo della persuasione".
The "rettorica" in life impedes "persuasioneH • Michelstaedter takes Christianity at face
value and does not accept the structures, and contrived notions of significance and worth
that have been built up around Christianity. Taking this fu, ther, though, he, undermines, in
effect, the very' civilisation that is built upon Christian values which in themselves have
been abused over centuries and have little to do with the figure of Christ himself. In this
respect, Michelstaedter seems to see himself, therefore, as one in the process of
"rediscovering" or "adapting" the qualities that Christ had. He is advocating a return to 3
state of pristine innocence, a return to the odKins of the culture of Western man, prior to
Christianity and its subsequent distortion.
Svevo, on the other hand, is nihilistic perhaps to a lesser degree in that he does not impose
an "imaginary meaning on life" to use Camus' term. But for that matter, neither does
Micbelstaedter truly impose an imaginary meaning on life. Rather, Micbelstaedter
provides a code of conduct, an example to which one should aspire, which is hardly tbe
equivalent of imposing an imaginary meaning on life. The "uomo della pcrsuasione" finds
meaning within himself, for himself and in his own terms. The "lloma della persuasione"
requires DC external contrivance with which to endow his life with meaning or significalK"e.
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Just like Svevo, Michelstaedter is fully aware of the shortcomings of life. Neither he nor
Svevo refers to artificial paradigms or metaphysical solace in order to derive meanina from
life. They do, however, apply certain criteria which enable them to rigorously evaluate
themselves. This is true in no small measure because of Svevo's adherence to Darwin and
Schopenhauer, and Michelstaedter's preference for the pre-Socratic philosophers,
Nietzsche and Ibsen. It should be noted that the sources to whom Michelstaedter and
Svevo turn respectively, are all sources which investigate life as it ii; the phenomenon of
life. They are minds which attempt to understand life, whether it has some meaning or no
meaning whatsoever. In this respect we can thus see that as far as "systems of belier are
concerned, Michelstaedter and Svevo are very much akin to one another. But
Michelstaedter foresees a private hell, again in his unique, highly specific terms, for those
who deviate from the "via della pcrsuasione". He says:
"•.. lP)oich~~r la paura della morte s'accontentano di vivere senza persuasione; ~
lora aUo, 0ini lora paroJa e ingiustizia, e disonestl, che e sempre l'affermazione
d'un'individualitl iIIusoria."JO
(.•. [H~nce, because of the fear of death, they are content to live without conviction"persuasionc"]; their every act, their every word, [amounts to] injustice and dishonesty
which is always the affirmation of an illusory individuality.]
Michelstaedter here elucidates the idea of an illusory individuality, of a manifestly false
security by implication, and this would be the hell that "rettorica" holds for anyone not
intent upon "pcrsuasione". This is not unlike the Christian concept of damnation which
awaits him who cannot live by Christ's principles. By Michelstaedter's definition, the
individual in his sense of the word is his "uomo della persuasione". Having established that
the "uomo della pcrsuasione" is at best an ideal, the very concept of individuality comes
into question.
In examining the concept or notion of individuality we see how Svevo's Zeno demonstratcs
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how illusory individuality can be. Zeno simply cannot act of his own free will. His neurOlis
and his search (or health dominate him and force him into "doing things". He is the prime
example of a "regressed individual" to use a term which Michelstaedter31 employs, viz., the
individual has become as society has progressed. In (act, Svevo is saying the same thing u
Michelstaedter by means of the (ormer's protagonist, Zeno. Stated somewhat differently,
Svevo asserts that modern man has become part of a mass and that the very concept of
individuality has consequently become irrelevant and illusory.
We see then that once again Michelstaedter's and Svevo's preoccupations seem to merge in
that they both identify and point out and describe the disolution of the individual. The
"uomo della rettorica" is modern man. whilst the "uomo della persuasione", or true
individuality, if not a figment from the past, is a figment of the imagination, of idealism. As
we have seen Michelstaedter advocates that the "uomo della persuasione- must create
himself and the world. However. man, the "uomo della rettorica", has created the
contempotaIy world and allowed "illusory individuality" to flourish. Both the "UOIOO deDa
rettorica" and Zeno are representations of modern man and are, as such, responsible, albeit
unwittingly so, for the accumulated disease and spiritual poverty that Svevo and
Michelstaedter identified around them.
The following passage by Svevo is significant in that it illustrates a sage and unidealistic
view of life. 1bere is a benign and undeluded tone in what he says. More significantly, be
identifies the dilemma of youth, which is Michelstaedter's dilemma, and describes the very
things that the "uomo della persuasione- would seek to overcome, namely the constrictions
of time, space and environment. The very things Michelstaedter rejects, he Svevo,
acknowledges and displays a sanguine respect for the inevitable. Here Svevo differs
profoundly in his views with Michelstaedter, but again, both Svcyo and Michelstaedter take
issue with the same problem, and in this case an attitude pertaining to existence:
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"E la ~ntla cosciente quando muore saffre orribilmente. La vita eta Iontano ~ amore,
~ pimento e tutto si perde per un insianirlC&Jlte accidente che poi taIYoIta Ifuac
•.. (NJoi (ali anziani] intanto procediamo nella vita di catastrofe In catutrole. Rei
mezzo del cammin ... dormiamo i nOltri sonni su illusioni distrutte, desideri
dimenticati, rinunzie in seguito a costrizioni imperiose dell'ambiente delle penone e del
tempo: [Brackets mine]3:
[And ~th {which is aware] suffers terribly when it dies. From a distance life is love,lJorY and enJQYl1lCnt and everythinJ is lost because of an insia,niracant accident which at
urnes is neetinl ••• (W]e [the eloerl)'] proceed through life in the meantime from
catastrophe to catastrophe. In the mi(lway of our patl1 ••• we sleep [our state of)
somnolence (based on) destroyed illusions, forfotten desires and renunaations resultina
from imperious constrictions caused by the environment of people and time.]
Here Svevo is enunciating the antithesis of tlpersuasione", that view which would seek to
deny dependence of that which surrounds the individual. "Persuasione" seeks to elevate
man, to induce him to "abandonare la terra", "to abandon the earth", in short, not to accept
what is prescribed by society. As such "persuasione", in fact, serves to reinforce Svevo's
point, viz., that a life of moral integrity is hardly humanly possible. This ract Zeno
exemplifies.
Furthermore, when we recall Camus' view of nihilism,33 it can be said that Michelstaedter
falls squarely within the ambit of nihilism to the extent that he is not able to believe in what
is. to accept what is happening, or to live life as it is ·offered·, defined and ordered by
society. Camus maintains that "this infirmity is at the root of all idealism"2 and he regards
nihilism as being the reverse side of the coin of idealism precisely because idealism doei
not wish or tend to see life as it is, but prefers to see life as it would like it to be or ought to
be. Micbelstaedter, however, goes beyond simple idealis~ because his panicular, specifk
idealism is not an ideology that Michelstaedter wishes to impose on everyone. He states
consistently and unequivocally that the foad to "salutc· is not traversed by everyone.
Michelstaedtcfy as we have seelly is ~litist, though what he says patently has implications
beyond himself. He also discusses at length, albeit disparaginglyy 'a rcttorica-. He creates
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two alternatives and leaves no doubt that the one that consists of greater intearity is
obviou5ly "persua."ione".
Where Michel5taedter goes beyond the mere reairn of common idealism, is when he
requires the individual to be virtually Christ-like and to not adhere to the authority that is
passed down from society, which society in turn, justifies its actions by claiming to be
Christian. For Michelstaedtcr, it would seem that Christian principles, or any other all-
embracing view of life for that matter, become adulterated and seem to metamorphose
when they are filtered into secular or societal "authority" or become norms of behaviour,
uncritically adopted. His is an idealism which is intensely personal and empha.c;iscs his own
alienated state as an individual, as well as his profound contempt for society, and more
specifically, for the bourgenisie of his time.
We have seen though, that Svevo's thinking, by contrast, allows for the kind of extremist
thinking, at tin: .: deluded and egotistical of which a youth, such as Michelstaedter might be
capable.34 The contrast between Michelstaedter and Svevo is most pronounced in the
following passage:
"E tuttavia ricominciamo accatastando ancora vita suJla morte credendo di avere
l'esperienza mentre non la si ha che quando efinita ... [E) di di5i1lusione in disillusione
5i va alIa vecchiaia."3S
[And nonetheless we start again still heaping life on death believing to have experience
whilc Iwhen in factl one does not have [experience] u!ltil [such time] as it is completed
•.• [A nd from disillusion to disillusion one goes into to old age.]
When Svevo assays that we go into old age from one disillusionment to another, he is surely
stating something which is fundamentally true for himself, possibly somcthing which may
indeed J,c a universal truth. But what is even more significant is Svevo's resounding
capacity to identify, isolate~ and express the inevitability of disillusionment in life. and the
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crumbling and evanescence of ideals and hopes. This is all the more telling precisely
because it helps us to understand the extent to which Michelstaedter, on a psychological
level, could JU!1 cope with the reality of human existence and therefore had to create his
own very specific reality encapsulated, as in fact it was, by rigid logic and a system of
thought that reduced life to nothingness. And this in order to enable the individual to
reconstruct life anew for himself.
Both points of "iew, Svcvo's and Michelstaedter's, seem plausible and valid. The difference
between the two is that Svevo's view of life is bast'.d more on experience than on theory,
more on close observation of life than on a hankering after perfection. The statement by
Svevo immediately above, also echoes his own sentiment that life is unheroic. Moreover, it
is an "antidotal compensation", as it were, to Michelstaedter's formulation of a personal
personal W~IIQl&SchQuung based on a synthesis of the individual and his ideals.
Whilst comparing the respective "definitions" of life of the two authors, we find that they
concur on another vital point. Michelstaedter says:
"La vita euna grandezza irriducibile."36
[Ufe is an irreducible grandeur.] [The vastness of life cannot be diminished.]
When comparing this to what Svevo says one notes a remarkable similarity:
"La vita non e ne brutta ne bella, rna e originale ... [M]a piil che ci pensavo, pili
originale trovavo la vita."l7
[Ufe is neither uJdy nor beautiful, but it is original ... [B]ut the more I thought about it,
the more originafl found life [to be].]
Svevo's statement is in complete harmony with Michelstaedter's. Svevo does not reduce
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life to being beautiful or ugly, but merely original. Life merely.ii. He does not attribute
any extrinsic value to it, nor does he judge it in terms of an ethical code. He views life u a
phenomenon, unconstructed and unconstructable. It is curious that Michelstaedter 5hould
hold a similar view in this regard. Michelstaedter calls life a "grandezza" - but beyond that
abstract noun, he does not "load" the statement in any way by referring to some pre-
established or normative ethical code. Life, whether lived as "persuasione" or "rettoricalt, is
still life. In Svevo life as lived in "malattia" or "salute", (despite the fact that "salute" does
not exist), is after aU, life, and does not cease being life. Michelstaedter's suicide does not
alter his conviction that "Ia vita euna grandezza irriducibile". The critical point is that both
authors aver that life as an experience cannot be known until it is over. Moreover, Svevo's
concluding chapter in La coscienza di Zeno, in which he proffers the hope of a world
without parasites and disease, is effectively the expression of a hope for a better world, a
!·l·.~tter life. Ukewise, Michelstaedter's suicide is the culmination, the final expression of
having gleaned from life what he could, and for him the ultimate intensity of life resides, in
the moment of death. Both authors, therefore, have what one could call a positive attitude
to life, but decidedly not positive in terms of the form that human life has acquired through
cjvilisation. They both display an appreciation of the essence and reject the m;mifestations
of life that deny the essence of life, the fw:m that contorts life and removes it from its
origins and obfuscate and undermine that which impedes a conscious experience of the
essence of life, of the "autenticity dell'essere", of the "authenticity of being". Thus their
respective intellectual and philosophical approaches to this view of life may differ in form,
but the substance of their convictions and their premises arrive at a peculiar consonance.
Obviously, this positive note derives from a patently tonuous philisophical "route", both in
Michelstaedter and in Svevo. For Svevo, liberty is arrived at by a continual process of
elimination. Everything is illusory. Thus, Svevo holds that from disillusionment to
disillusionment one approaches old age. As one approaches the end of life, one gleans a
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more mature comprehension of its deeper meanings. The "authenticity of beiDa· thus
acquired, is the indispensable prerequisite, the preparatory sine qua non which then leads
to the liberty of the individual. Thus, we have seen how existence itself has been treated by
both writers. To summarize concisely, Michelstaedter tends to impose his idealism on life,
though not rejecting life itself, and this in spite of his own suicide. Svevo, confronting the
same issues, shares the same preoccupations and ponders the same questions, but views the
individual as a product of society and civilisation and not, as does Michelstaedter, the
quintessential protagonist.
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CONCLUSION
As we have mentioned in Chapter Two, both Michelstaedter and Svevo show a deep
scepticism in regard to knowledge per sea In Svevo's novel La coscjenza dj Zeoo, he uses
psychoanalysis for many reasons. But the one that is pertinent to our discussion, is its use
or manifestation as a means to acquire health· "salute". As we have indicated, the search
for a cure is as much a symptom of disease as the disease itself. Psychoanalysis is parodied
in La coscjenza dj Zeoo as much as man is parodied. The very implementation of therapy
and the ethical confidentiality it presupposes become a ludicrous masquerade, a grotesque
parady inasmuch as Dr S. publishes the confessions of Zeno, his patient. By giving the
novel the title "La coscienza" • meaning the consciousness or the conscience of Zeno, Svevo
is accentuating yet again how illusory the concept of individuality is. Zeno's confessions are
perforce mendacious. That is to say, the individual will reveal only what he chooses to
reveal. And if Zeno's confessions reveal the neurotic and pusillanimous nature of modem
man, the "llama della rettorica", then what is.D.Q1 revealed assumes critical importance and
places into sharper perspective the nature and scope of that which ii revealed. Tbe
confessio~of course, also illumine Zeno's inherent disease. Here Svevo comes close to a
Pirandellian view of life, viz., that man is not what he believes himself to be, nor what
others perceive him to be. His "being" is an entirely subjective experience, both to himself
and to others, for there is in fact no objective reality. What Zeno does n.o.1 reveal of
himself implies that what he is in fact can never be known, either to himself or to anyone
else. Zeno "is", and that is all that one gn know. He is "originale" with or without his
ailments and/or neuroses, and his confessions reveal only a part of him.
In Michelstaedter, we have seen how the individual "triumphs", and this poses two main
questions. The first question is: Is Michelstaedter's individual, his ·uomo della
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pcrsuasioneN, also illusory or is he "validN despite or indeed because of the view that the
indivilh!al is 50 preconditioned that individuality as such becomes a misnomer and the
individual is in effect merely what his subjectivity dictates? In other words, is the "uomo
della rersuasione" illusory in the sense of being a fiction created by an idealistic or
idealogical imagination, or does he have any validity in terms of objective verification and
evaluation grounded in reality? The second question arises from the afore-mentioned
considerations: Does knowledge as such have any validity? Michelstaedter, like
Pirandello, casts serious doubt on the validity of knowledge in se and perse. Svevo too casts
doubt upon this, but more by implication than by explicit assertion, even though Zeno's
obsession with dates and time indicates the irrelevance with which he views so-called
objective facts. Objectivity and/or objective reality are, like individuality, simply
inconsequential or superfluous to Zeno. His illness and/or his reality, are completely
subjective. Michelstaedter overcomes the question of subjective knowledge in that "l'uomo
della persuasione" is supposed to have the capacity to transcend his own subjectivity:
"Eppure se 'oggettivitA' vuol dire 'oggettivita', veder oggettivamente 0 non ha sensa
perch6 deve aver un sC?8H!!tto 0 eI'estrema coscienza di chi euno colle cost!, ha in 56 tutte
Ie c:ose: Juno indivisibile], it persuaso: iJ dio." [Stresses Michelstaedter's and brackets in
the text mdicate Carrpatlla's translation of Michelstaedter's original quotation from the
Greek taken from Parmenides.]38
[And yet if 'objectivity' means 'objectivity', [i.e.] to see objectively, either has no sense
because it must have a subject or It is the extreme consciousness of whoever is one with
the things [is at one with all that is around him], has within him everything: [one
indivisible being], the [man of] conviction: the god.]
Micbelstaedter implies here that the "I'uomo della persuasione" must absorb both objective
and subjective knowledge and be one with the world. As he says. "A ogouno it suo mondo e
il mondo,ttJ9 "to each, his world is the world". The "uomo della persuasione" must conquer
the world around him and conquer both objective reality and subjective reality. Or to put it
differently in Michelstaedter's own words : "Poich6 quest'uomo gli deve essere tutto il
mondo",40 "Since for this man the worrd must be everything". In other wor~ the world
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functions as something to which he It.'uomo della persuuione- must constantly say -noN,
until such time as he has acquired the ability to fill the void and illumine the darkness by
himsclf:t1 [••• [F)inch6 egli non abbia da 56 riempito iI descrto e iIIuminata l'oscuritl]1be
barrier between subjectivity and objectivity must cease to exist, it must be overcome. It is in
this vein that he denigrates science and comes very close to Svevo's sceptical view of
science and sees those who pursue Itknowledge" as being fraudulent in that they perpetuate
the notion of the world being objectifiabJe and hence maintain and enforce a barrier
between subjectivity and objectivity. The scientists. in short, provide the "uomo della
rettorica" with the moral justification for his pursuit of material well·being and in so doing
buttress an immoral world:
-Inratti gli sclenzati nelle loro esperienze la ceccitl degli occhi, la sorditA delle orecchie,
l'ottusitl d'ogni loro senso esperlmentano ... [A] rendere piu intensa questa ottusa vita
autonoma dei sensi la scienza molteplica la loro potenza con ingegnosi apparati."
[Michelstaedter's stresses.]42
[In fact the scientists in their experiences f,] the blindness of thee~ the deafness of the
ears, experiment fwith the] obtuseness ot their every sense •.• [TJO render this obtuse
life more intense this obtuse autonomous life of the senses [,] science multiplies its power
with ingenious apparatus.]
Svevo in this regard says the following:
"La bestia nuova [I'uomo] era nata e Ie sue membra invece che perfezionarsi quali
ordigni divennero capaci di maneggiare quelli che essa [Ia bestial creO .•. cosf l'uomo
benc~ sempre torvo e malcontento si riprodu5SC uguale ~r pater maneggiare gli ordi
gni che s'erano cristallizzati. E cosf nacquero i grandi popala perc~ grandi sonG quei
popoli che hanno gli ordigni migliori in grande quantita.
Alconi di questi ordigni erano idee." [Brackets mine]"]
[The new animal [man] was born and his limbs. rather than perfecting themselves as
mstruments, became capable of handling that which he [tbe animall created ... thus
man, even though he was always surly and unhappy, reproduced himself in the saD!e
fashion in order to ,,~ able to handle the instruments that had become crystallised. Thus!n this way tl}e great pcopl~were born because great are those peoples that have better
mstruments 10 large quantlty.
Some of these instruments were ideas.]
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In romparina these two passages, we note that Michelstaedter is specifically referrina to
scientists, but like Svevo, he accuses science of creating t1ingegnosi apparati" which, in
Svevo's terms, arc called "ordigni". They both pour scorn on science inasmuch as science
claims to be objective. But to both writers, science is quite the contra!}', for it creates a veil
over reality, a veil with empirical claims to veracity, but which claims, nonetheless prevent
man from seeing things as they truly are. And in Michelstaedter's case, these claims of
science become the crutch for the "uomo della rettorica". Stated differently, fhe "uomo
della rettorica" 's belief in them and/or a reliance upon them, cripples and blinds the him.
In Svevo's view science becomes the deceptive means by which Zeno can acquire ostensible
health. Science becomes the tool of "rettorica", the justification for man's faith in mere
technical progress but which progress is not accompanied by moral progress.
Svevo sees man as being the victim of what he, man himself, has created, while
Michelstaedler does not elaborate upon man's dependence on technology. Svevo, in fact,
in maintaining that some of man's tools or instruments are ideas, leads us to the thought
that Michelstaedter, in being a propounder of ideas, is very much the victim of ideas which
strive or purport to define the perfect human being. Svevo sees ideas as being impositions
of life, impositions which can ultimately destroy life, and in this he contrasts sharply with
Michelstaedter who views ideas as man's salvation (or the individual's salvation) provided
these ideas are exercised through concerted effort and willpower. Jeuland-Meynaud points
out'" how Michelstaedter ensconces himself in a carapace consisting of a world of logic and
ideas which are a manifestation of Michelstaedter's inability to cope with life as it presents
itself to him.
Michelstaedter's invective against science is also aimed at refuting the idea of objectivity
because he, like Svevo, maintains that objectivity is illusory. He docs not seem, however. to
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be able to take the next step, namely, that of acknowledging the illusory nature of
individuality as far as the "uomo della persuasione" is concerned. He does precisely this,
however, in regard to the Muomo della rettorica". Again. his "uomo della persuasione" is
required to overcome false securities and false ideas of individuality in order to arrive at a
true knowledge. a true security and a true individuality. In fact. Michelstaedte(s idea of
"persuasione" can be seen against the background of a pervasive erosion of the individual,
which erosion he cannot accept and which Svevo. by contrast, accepts. albeit with
resilnation and caustic irony. Michelsbedter feels the need to overcome this pervasive
erosion of the individual in order to arrive at the all-embracing individual. his "uomo della
persuasione".
Michelstaedter sees "reuorica" as flourishing because ofscience:
"Cosf fiorisce la rettorica accanto alia vita. Gli uomini si mettono in posizione
conoscltiva e fanno iI sapere.tt4.5
[Thus rhetoric flourishes alongside life. Men put th~~mselves in a cognitive position and
make knowledge.]
Knowledge is seen by Michelstaedter as buttressing "rettorica" because it is knowledge
perpetuated in order to maintain a false consciousness, a false security, with its purpose
being to impose an inchoate "meaning" on life, a meaning that life does not have
intrinsically, in short, a rhetorical meaning rather than one stemming from persuasion and
conviction. Man, as far as Michelstaedter is concerned, must do what be does, live as he
lives, out ofpersonal conviction, and must not accept perceived ways whether these ways be
the tenets ofChristianity or the pre-digested systems of thought such as science provides.
Svevo's view of psychoanalysis is similar in that psychoanalysis maintains the illusion of the
possibility of health and perfectibility. Science is fraudulent or, more specifically,
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psychoanalysis is fraudulent, because its objective is to make the individual who is out of
kilter with society, adapt to society. - ~ was precisely the case with Zeno. This attempt,
through psychoanalysis, to adapt to a distorted society is even more discas:d than the
patient himself, since the patient is. after all, the product of that society.
In other words. psychoanalysis and its attempt to adapt the individual to the dictates of
society, is thereby and therin an "ordlgno", a tool or instrument of society, serving society
and wielded by society and not by the individual. To carry the thought even further,
psychoanalysis can. bt extension, readily assume the proportions of a societal religion or
opiate to constrict individual thought and independence of behaviour and action. Thus,
according to Sv~vo. it is not the patient who needs the cure. On the contrary, it is society
itself. Psychoanalysis is merely society's instrument to bring about the re-integration of
disease on an individual level into disease on a societal level. Therefore, in Svevo's terms,
psychoanalysis is highly suspect. Hence it follows that his novel La coscienza dj Zeoo. is as
much a parody of psychoanalysis, as it is of man, as it is of society, and as it is of Western
Civilisation.
Then, too, Svevo sees clearly that man's course is leading him to disaster. It is tbat
selfsame premonition of disaster that hung over a generation prior to World War I, and
Michelstaedter's "llomo della rettorica" is the telling description of the sort of person, i.e.,
the inert, insensitive and typical bourgeois, in whose interest the war was fought - the
Guido Speiers of this world. Might not Michelstaedter's following words be roughly
equivalent to Svevo's premonition of a universal suicide, when he, Michelstaedter, says in
reference to the "uomo della rcttorica", ".•. [L]a loro vita e iJ suicidio~ "their life is
suicide"?'6
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In summation, then, we see how Michelstaedter's and Svcvo's views coincide. or at the very
leut. bear stron. and arresting similarities in many essential re5pects. Each wishes to
arrive at liberty and authenticity. Each perceives the crisis of modern man.
Michelstaedter's youthful idealism, his not having had the experience of a fuller, more
extended life, and his not having alJowed himself this, results in his seeking a solution in
kku. Svevo, on the other hand. having had the experience of a longer life, perceives a
possible. tenuous "solution" or better, Itresolution". in "accommodations" to life expressed by
narrative form. However. these "accommodations" are profoundly tempered by experience
and scepticism, both stemming from his close observation of man. Zeno is a much more
telling portrayal of modern man than Michelstaedter's "uomo della rettoricalt in that
Michelstaedter lists, albeit in a very penetrating fashion. the ills of modern man. But
Svevo's analysis of modem man is more arresting and more incisive because he is a novelist
rather than a theoretician. Michelstacdter's main instrument is logic whereas Svevo's is the
narrative and the latter. perforce gives Svevo much greater scope for expression. 1bey do,
however, each in his own way, pose an implicit question as to how life, in order to be
worthy of itself, should be lived. And the answer. perhaps, may be found in that
Michelstaedter has a canvas with two straight lines intersecting at right angles, oneverti~
representing "I'uomo della persuasione" and one horizontal, representing "I'uomo della
rettonca". Whereas Svevo docs not limit his canvas, he uses all of it, nor does he limit his
expression to the contrived intersection of two lines only. He explores all the angles, not
just the right angles. And yet by observing and contemplating the canvas of the one, one's
comprehension of the other can only be enhanced.
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